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BEEF

KENCES TORN DOWN

ILLEGAL

USE OK PI BLIC

WESTERN

CATTLEMEN.

President Roosevelt is satisfied that if
the illegal use of the public domain for
pasturage can be stopped, and the fences
unlawfully raised by the Cattle Trust to
inclose millions of acres of Western
public lands can be torn down, the
power of the Eastern Beef Trust will be
neutralized, and the price of beef to the
consumer will inevitably fall.
Double
war will be begun on the Beef Trust on
the one hand, under the statutory limitations against conspiracy to coutrol the
supply of beef, and on the other by enforcing compliance with the public laud
regulations which forbid cattlemen to
fence in public reservations for pasturing
This question was the all
purposes.
absorbing topic under consideration at
the regular session of the Cabinet recently. The President's determination to
order down all fences which have been
built for tuiles in the grazing states in
which there are public reservations wits
clearly set forth in a positive statement
communicated to Charles Goodnight, of
Denver, Col., president of the Interstate
Land and Cattle Company, with headquarters in that city. Prominent associates with him in this enterprise are H.
C. Walker and H. S. Benson. A letter
was sent to the president of this company in answer to an appeal made directly to the President for permission to
retain possession of a portion of land for
which an ill founded claim has been
made with remarkable persistency. In
compliance with one of the requests in
this appeal, the date tixed for the
evacuatiou of this area was exteuded
It was also
from April 1 to July 1.
ordered that if these men were discovered attempting to build fences on or to
lease public lands, the order granting
the desired extension of time to vacate
The President's
would be rescinded.
decision was theu embodied in a general
order, which was sent to every land
agent in the West.
The land occupied by the Interstate
Land and Cattle Company is in the
southeastern part of New Mexico, in the
counties of Chaunes, Eddy and Guadaloupe, being a portion of the tract concerned in the Beales and Rayuela claim.
For years it was occupied and fences
Cattle numwere constructed thereon.
bering forty thousand grazed within the
fencing. A few years ago the right of
these claimants to use the land was
contested. Finally a decision was giveu
by the Supreme Court declaring the
land to be public territory of the United
States ceded by the Mexican GovernThe claimants were commanded
ment.
to surrender it, but on the plea that they
had expended large sums of money for
improvements, and would be ruined by

being required to move immediately,
they were permitted to remain until
They appealed to the
April 1 last.
Secretary of the Interior for a newwas
refused, and then an
respite. This
appeal was taken to the President, setting forth that contracts had been made

to deliver thousands of cattle by June 1,
which could not possibly be done if the
fences were taken down, because the catNOTICEtle of the International Laud and Cattle
e Utstilct Court of the Culte·! Stale· for the
i:·
Company would mix with others pasturIn Bankruptcy.
l>l»trl of Maine
)
ing near by. It was contended that it
In the matter β»
In
Bankruptcy. would be impossible to separate them in
Jolis McMKNANIN,
)
Of Rum'ord. Bankrupt.
time for prompt delivery, failure to do
Τ the eredltors of Job» UcMenanlu. In the
which would cause the company's finan(fl >xf»rd and district aforesaid
ν .Ire Is hereby given that on t e ±«th «lay of cial ruin.
was
McMcnanln
*ald
John
A:· A 1> l'.«tt, the
ENCROACHMENTS OK CATTLE MKN.
abjudicated bankrupt. an<l that the first
agof hi* creditors will be hel<l at the Court
of the primary causes of the jump
One
II m !n ""Uth Parts, on the lUhla of May
in the price of beef without any benefit
ut 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at wh'ch
A I·. 1
their
to the individual cattle raiser has thus
tin»· the *ald creditors may att"nd, prove
-■>, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
been brought to the attention of federal
ait : t- ui-art -urh other bualoes* as may properly
officials. Glancing at the records it was
:, '..-fore raid meeting.
discerned how gradually in the last three
itli Parts, April i>th, IHOi.
GK»>. A. WILSON.
acres upon acres have been gobbled
Referee In Bankruptcy. years
up by the ageuts of the cattle men, or
the Beef Trust. Reports of unlawful
fence raising reached Washington one
after another.
Following theiu came
FARM. information of obstinate refusals to
THE HERBERT M
-!t. ι;· I »n the Buckli'ld road. three miles froDi obey the orders of agents endeavoring
-■ itti I'arli
village. The farm contain.-» 75 nerve to carry out their instructions. A crisis
Γι til age '»»'! I# Ι» ϋ hUh state of cultivation.
in the beef question has now come with
Tin pasture· are good and there Is plenty of
»
near the houee.
I.arge and email fruit In the determination of the President to
and carriage house clear the
Ham
abundance.
public lands of unlawful in\* are new. are Unelv finished outside an<l lu,
of the
enforcement
The
The truders.
Water in house anil barn.
»;· «'
farm arries twenty head of cattle anil pair of measure planned by the administration
borsea. on rural delivery anil cream routes. will unavoidably be an important victory
Very pleasant location.
for the sheep men, who may graze their
tlocks freely without being cheated out
A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
As a
of pasture fenced unlawfully.
For particulars an I terms Inquire of
matter of fact, neither of these rangers
WILûO» Α 4.ΚΛΤ, So. Parla,
has a right to utilize the public lauds
or S M. KING near the premise**.
for grazing purposes, but to control the
movements of animals to that extent is
XOTICE OF FOHECLOSr«£.
almost an impossibility with the present
Whereas, Κ lien Wentworth, then of Greennow deforce of land office employes.
w»o«l. lu the County of Oxford.
«.iwl, by his mortgage deed, dated the
Wheu difficulty about the grazing
tli 'lav of March, law, an·! recorded In
lands was tirst suspected by Secretary
< 'xford
Registry of Deeds, book A3, page 144,
iu prices of
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain par- Hitchcock, before the rise
it'l of real entât.· sltuate<l In -aid Greenwood, In
meat was noticeable, he tried to effect a
said County, an t bounded as follows being the
solution of the problem by securing a
homestead farm of said Κ be η Wentworth conof two lota of lan I, *12.: lot number regulation to rent the public lands to
four 4) In the ninth (#) ranee of lot*, and lot
grazers at ?1 a head, as is now done in
numbered three Ci) in said niuth (9) range,
all Indian reservations. Grazing in the
situated In the north half of sal 1 town.
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage uncultivated lands of the Comanche and
has been broken, row therefore, by reason of Kiowa Iudians, for instance, are more
the b>each of the condition thereof 1 claim a
than fifty thousand cattle, for which a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Greenwood, Maine, AprUÛ, 19U2.
ranger named Burnette pays $1 a head.
EDWARD W PENLEY,
But the proposition of the Secretary of
S.
his
James
Attorney.
Wright,
By
the Interior, beiug referred to the Attorney General by executive order, was
NOTICE.
returned with an opinion that it would
In the District Court of the United States for
be unlawful to levy such rent. At
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
In the matter of
present there is a movement on foot,
J MS Ε Κ FULLER,
J Id Bankruptcy, which the cattle and meat interests now
of Kumford, Bankrupt. I
to
E.
Fuller, usiug public lands for pastures hope
of Jesse
creditors
To the
In the County of oxford and district aforesaid: use as a means to postpone the evacuaNotice is hereby given that on the >th day of tion
day—to secure, namely, the passage
the said Jesse E. Fuller
April, A. l>.
for the
the tirst of a bill by Congress providing
and
that
was duly
abjudicated bankrupt,
meeting' of Ills creditor* will l»e held at the Court leasing of public lands at the rate of two
House, In South Parts, on the 14th day of cents a head for the use of each acre.
>lay, \. l>. l'Jttt, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, But officials cannot view this suggestion
at which time the said creditors may attend,
the
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine with favor, remarking that, pending
the bankrupt, and transact such other business introduction and disc ussion of such legisas may properly come before said meeting.
used
be
by
lation, the lands must not
south Parts, April ieth. 1SU2.
GEO. A. WILSON,
grazers.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
It is ascertained that among several
other troublesome concerns in New
Mexico is the Case Land and Cattle
Bankrupt's Petition for 1Discharge.
In the matter of
Company. There are upward of fifty
In
JOHN υ. POWERS,
J Bankruptcy. individual cattle raisers in Nebraska
Bankrupt )
who have built fences on public lands
To the Hon. Nathan Wkhh, Judge of the Disin
aud
Kansas,
trict Court of the I'nlted States for the District without authority,
of Maine:
Wyoming, Oregon and Colorado there
POWERS, of Woodstock, In are other
1).
and
private,
interests, corporate
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
to
>aM
District,
respectfully represent*· which have unwarrantably confiscated
I it on the Mb day of Apr., laOl, be was duly
the laud of the United States by fencing
a<ljudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress ré- it in to feed thousands of cattle. There
latin*- to Bankruptcy; tint he has duly surren
trestier»· I all his property and rights f property, is reason to believe that all these
an I h.» fullv compiled with all the requirements
passers are allied under one powerful
of -λ1· Acts and of the orders of Court touching
leadership.—Tribune Farmer.
hl> bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays. That he may be decreed
What becomes of the cattle is easily
bv the C ourt to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said shown by the shipment in a single order
are
as
exceptdebts
such
bankrupt Acts, except
from Kansas City of one hundred and
ai by law from such discharge.
sixty carloads of canned beef en route
Dated this lath dav of Apr.. A. D. WJ.
JOHN D. POWKRS, Bankrupt
for the English army in South Africa.
This is the largest order for meats ever
OKItKK OF NOTICE THEREON.
tilled at one time.—Farmer.
District ok MAlNK.se.
ou this &tt> day of April. A. D. llMi, oa reaoWhat improved methods are you going
iug the foregoing petition. It Is
ordered by the Court. That a hearing be ba>! to
put into your farming this spring?
U|>on the saiue on the 16th day of Mar, A. D.
learned the past
I ·'-', liefore said Court at Portland, la said Dla- Something has been
Is your business going tu get
trlit, .α 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no- winter.
li· e thereof be published In the Oxford Demoche benefit of jit?^
crat, a newspaper printed la said District, an<i
that all known creditors, and other persona In
Ί here is a difference between tryiug
interest, may appear at the said time anil place,
in a day and
ami -bow cause. If any they have, why the to plough a large "lot"
Fast ploughprtyer of saf petitioner should not be grânte t. trying to plough it well.
And It Is further oMereil by the Court, That
"balks."
Pw Clerk -iia.i send by mall to all known cred- ing, many
itors copies of said wtlUonand this order, ad
lresae.1 tu them at their places of residence as
In ploughing avoid too many "dead
Mated.
and try to make the back furfurrows,"
of
Witness the Hon. Nathan Wkhb, Judge
furrow was
the sal ι Court, aud the seal thereof, at Portland, row come where the dead
District, on the K>th day of April, A. D. last year.

April l.Mh, law.
kNOCH

KoSTtK. Portland, Me. Agent.
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II'OK BAL.JÛ!
TUCKER

JOHN

J^ald

Ι»···-]

A true copy of

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.
tu at: A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
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The calf has a sensitive stomach. Beof wrong feeding or overfeeding.

ware

Irregular feeding and milk
temperature may cause scours
Insist that the

cleanly

as

hired

man

at wrong
in calves.
shall be

possible about the milking.

VALUE OF LIQUID MANURE.
A correspondent deeply interested i
tbe question of the salvage of manure i
anxious for a few facte which may be ο
benetit to the tenants on tbe estate ii
which he is interested. He properly κ
marks that liquid manure is so general];
wasted and its value so little appreciate*
that much of what an incoming tenan
is required to pay for, under the head ο
feeding stuffs consumed, is not only los
to the soil, but is not allowed for b;
valuers. It is amazing that this questioi
is so little discussed by practical farmers
Let us take the urine of the cow as ai
example, remembering that its value ii
increased or diminished in proportion a
the foods consumed are rich. An aver
age sample, however, contains 0.8 pe
cent of nitrogen, 0.7 per cent of phos
phoric acid, and 0.0 per cent of potash
In a sample of the fresh manure of thi !
cow, which includes the straw, the pro
portion of the nitrogen present is onl]
0.34, of phosphoric acid 0.10, and o!
potash 0.4, so that, weight for weight
the liquid manure of the cow is worth at
plant food double as much as the dunji
she produces, aud to which the straw ii
added. In a lengthened
experiment
the mixed manure of the cow, liquid anc
solid, contained 0.45 per cent of nitrogen,
0.3 per cent of phosphoric acid, and 0.34
per cent of potash, yet in any case were
either liquid or solid to be kept for a
lengthened time the loss would be con
siderable, and coDsequently the value
much diminished. Thus we see that the
urine of the cow is very much greater in
value, weight for weight, then the mixed
solid dung and urine, without straw.
The urine of the horse and of the sheep
is much richer in nitrogen and about
equal in potash; in the case of the horse,
it is richer in phosphoric acid, but poorer in nitrogen and potash, so that where
the liquid is mixed urine of the different
classes of stock, it is immensely superior
in value to the liquid of the cow, as well
as to the solid manure of any class of
stock, separate or mixed, whether as regards nitrogen or phosphoric acid, which
are by far the most valuable constituents
of all manurial matter.
The cows kept at the New Jersey station we see averaged in production,
solid and liquid manure without litter,
70 pounds daily, or about 12 3-4 tons per
head per annum, and these animals were
of average size—about 1,000 pounds in
weight. But on the basis of other work
the average quantity of solid manure
produced by the cow is nine tons, and
liquid 3 1-2 tons. Now a cow producing
nine tons of solid manure in round numbers will yield 08 pounds of nitrogen;
similarly if she produces 3 1-2 tons of
urine, both of average quality, she will
produce 04 pounds of nitrogen; thus the
nitrogen value—and this is much the
most important—of the liquid of a cow
is almost equal to that of solid mannre.
If, however—and this fact we would
emphasize—the urine is distributed on
the land, before there has been any loss
by the change of the urea in the urine to
carbonate of ammonia, which is so easily
lost in the atmosphere, the value of the
liquid will be greater than the value of
the solid for the simple reason that it is
practically impossible to get solid dung
under the soil before it has lost something of its ammraoniacal value.—
Michigan Farmer.
TURNING CORN INTO PORK.
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CHAPTER L

BETWEEN

the fertile shores ol
Ayrshire and the rugged penln
su la r of Kintyre lies the beau
tlful isle of Arrao—a land ol
Indescribable grandeur and loveliness,
linked by many a romantic tie to the
world and the church universal. Hew
(be mighty Fingal kindled his signal
tires when the fleet of Africola darken
ed the waters of the Clyde; here Οβ·
sinn. "the king of many songs." camc
to wait for "that dark and narrow
house whose mark Is one gray stone;"
Urre settled the great, silent, fighting
Norsemen, who hated lies and* whose
religion it was to be brave; here Robert Hruce lit the beacon that was the
dawn of Bannockburn; here the Stuarts hunted the red deer, and Cromwell
hunted the adherents of the Stuarts.
it was also in this rugged land that
religion, pure and undented, took the

deepest root, for what Knox planted

there the covenanters watered und the
No peasantry iu
free kirk perfected.
the whole world are so proud of their
spiritual lineage und so learned in the
holy book thut makes their title clear
to u heavenly inheritance— brave, hardy
flehertnen and farmers, walking erect
in the ever conscious dignity of being
gnns

of Co<L

Robert Brodick,
farmer and Qsher, whose cottage was
in a cleft of the hills between Catacol
and Inachar. Five hundred years this

Such

a

man

OK

was

cottage had stood In its nuked granite
strength, it had often been rethutched.
but Its original unmortared stones were
ns perfect as when Gillian Brodick first
laid them on the few acres of land
given him by Robert Bruce for some
personal service. And through that ίΐΟΟ
yeurs Robert Brodick could trace his
aucestry, man by mun. fighters for
truth und liberty and followers after
righteousness. He \vas fifty-five years
old. with the massive stature of bis

forbears; a simple, dignified manner
and a disposition serious, shrewd and

straightforwurd.
tie was sitting in the door of hie cottage one summer evening watching the
bouts drift slowly out to the Ushing
ground und listening vaguely to his
daughter Helen, who was singing softly to herself as she moved about the
spotless Interior putting things to rights

EXPERIMENTS IX FEEDING

AT THE KANSAS EXPERIMENT STATION

of pounds by each of teu hogs from a
bushel of corn: No. 1, 8 1-4 pounds: No.
2, 9 3-5; No. 3, 12; No. 4, 113-4; No. 5,
12; No. 0, « 3-4; No. 7, 10; No. 8, 11 1-3;
No. 9, 9; No. 10, 10 1-2.
This makes an average of between ten
and eleveu pounds. The previous treatment of the hogs also has much to do
For example, hogs
with their gain.
taken from clover pasture, which are in
a healthy condition and their stomachs
distended by this food, will gain much
faster and give better results from corn
than hogs fed on grain a long time. I
have known in my own locality hogs to
make a gain of three pounds each a day
for a month or more under these conditions. There is no question but what
the gain from a bushel of corn can be
largely increased by the method our
correspondent suggested, of giving them
bulky, succulent food with the corn.
Where they are a certain crop there is
nothing better than squashes or pumpkins, but some experiments along the
line of feeding sorghum for the last two
years have led me to believe that this
will be the great feeding crop in connection with corn for the future. The
saccharine in it is very fattening; the
hogs are very fond of it, and from twelve
to twenty tons of the green food to the
acre can be grown in a favorable season.
There is no question that the cost of
pork can be greatly reduced, and that
more than double the weight «îan be
obtained from a given amount of corn
by planting for a succession of bulky
foods. Sorghum can be fed from the
middle of July until winter, or all winter to the store hogs.
Soy beans and
cow peas can be used for September,
October and November, and by the uee
of these foods the farmer will make
cheap pork and can reduce his area in
corn.—Tribune Farmer.
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with the Uke of him/
-Have you beard any special 111 ο
Hoy. father?"

yourself. Helen,

,

sriwrtisa
J

tag about women a few days ιsince
Will Sennex. and I ku0*
<U
lads give bad character, to lasses the3
have worse characters themselves.

Srr:r:7u";r^
"^"VmÎare

nothing <0 do with l.di
tbat mate quarrela ont of me, an
.ball tell botb of the Andersons thai
much very quickly.
Helen
«This is what I am hearing. nPien
Willie Anderson bought a new boat
and he called her the Helen

Brod^*·

Tist

uight some ill willy fool passed
smirch of black paint over the name
of Willie's boat, and he is
was his cousin Roy-and saying so.
^
"That was a shameful thing t
is
saying
"Everybody
went by the pier I saw the two lad*
pass each other. And Willie was stroklug his arms bare to his
lust asking for a tight, you ken-ancd
Kov went bv him with such an Ironical
sncb a scornful laugh a
aiight well raise the de'll in any heai
not full of tbe grace ofGod·
"L)oe<» Kov admit that be did It?
..
He get., be
admits nothing.

tbH>k^8

»h?",de™

ISC
S

'his

questions.

Sa^—'

know; my people'-my bairns

W«?ttdlher

Breeding Powder
non-breeding

cows

productive

and profitable. Should be used After
Abortion, when cows fail to breed,
when they are irregular, and when
they do not clean. In one herd was
to lay enough.
successful with 84 out of 40 cows
old
farmer
that
the
noticed
lie
always treated.
held each egg before a lighted candle
and examined it carefully. In his inFarm
nocence of Yankee shrewdness, Newton
supposed that this was prompted more
by honesty and intention to detect
whether the eggs were bad or not.
(Consists in injecting cows with the
One day, however, when he counted Breeding Powder, which thoroughly
his eggs, recording to custom, there disinfects, kills all germs, and makes
were only eleven in the basket.
cows breed, followed by the use of
With a determination not to be cheatHood Farm Abortion Cure,, wliich
ed, the lad tradged proudly back to the
the organs to hold the fœhouse, and quiçkly made known hie strengthens
All cows tbat show signs of
tus.
discovery.
"Oh," said the old farmer, "that's all Slinking their calves should be given
right, my boy; one of them has a double thin remedy. The moet successful
treatment of abortion.
yolk."

pense.
When a small boy on the farm his
folks often sent him to the neighbors to
buy a dozen eggs when their hens failed

but there is not a man or
between here nnd Inachar that
does not ken bow poor Archie Lagg ie
treated by that wife of his. She won't
She says
even go to the kirk he likes.
she can think for berseP."
"How can she have the presump
tion?" asked nelen. with a dubious little laugh, whose mocking character
Roy did not notice. "St. Paul would
never have believed In such a wom-

an."

So, my dear lad. did you paint
cousin's boat name out or did you not?"
"1 did not I will swear it if you want

J"01^

me

to."

noi

ΙΓ

1

COUIU

uui

mue

juui

an example of the blackguard,
whoever he may be. So I would like
to warn him either to confess his fault
to the elder and get his forgiveness or
else put himself out of the reach of bis
Just anger. Who do you think was
able for such a bit of contemptible

making

■plte?"

"I think Will Anderson did the deed
with hie aln hands."
"You do not know what yon «re

eaylng. Roy."

"I know fine.

Will Anderson did It

himself. He thought 1 would get the
blame of it and so lose your respect
and liking."

"You are clean mistaken! Will did
not do It ! would as soon blame myself. An act like that 1b clean below
and beyond blm. The very thought of

would not bid me so forswear my own

YANKEE-LIKE
Clark Newton of the Parker House
is telling a good story at his own ex- Makes

"I see thai I have spoken too late.''
strong, murmuring .lows that no king
could govern and tliut <>od himself
could not please. It isn't kind. It isn't
Just You know well i shall do tbe
thing that is right if 1 break my heart

to do It."
"What talk Is there of breaking
hearts? i'arfect nonsense! Δ good heart
It has no occasion to
never break».
What you cannot chauge you
break.
may call the will of Cod. and If you
will what God wills then there Is peace.
Dinna let me hear again of such foolishness as a breaking heart."
He waited for no reply, and Helen
She
was not inclined to make one.
walked to the open door and let the
fresh breeze blow in her hair and face
aud her eyes wander away to the boats

blaekentng hie heart anil hands In yon
way could never enter into Will's mind
Why, you fright me. Roy; yon fright
met If I could believe you—tut, tut|
the thing Is Impossible!"
"What for are you eettlng yousel' lu
such a blaze of passion? Let the black
mark pass. We hav* sweeter things to
talk about. I an asking you to be my
wife, and I want your 'l'es' this night
I will not listen to 'No.' If I am right
In thinking you love me, Helen, say
'Yes.' I am that anxious I am fairly
trembling with the fear that you did
not mean aught by the smiles you have
blessed me with and the kiss you let
Helen, my
me take this very night
dear lassie, say 'Yes.' If you don't I
shall go to the mischief."

Spring

Medicine

There is no other soMon when good
so muoh needed as in the

medicine is

Spring.

The blood le

impoverished—a

impure, weak

and

condition indicated
the

other eruptions on
where her two lovers were busy with by pimples and
the lines. At least she thought so, but (ace and body, by deficient vitality,
It was not many minutes ere she heard loss of appetite, lack of strength, and
a step and a voice that made her heart
want of animation.
beat to the tune it set
"and
"That is Roy." she whispered,
I'll have the truth from him ere things
go a bit further." But she stepped out
of the cottage and went down the little
blood pure, vigorous and
garden to the low stoue wall which in- Make the
closed it He saw her leaning on it rich, create appetite, give vitality,
He waved his cap above his head and
strength and animation, and cur·
Came rapidly forward, but yet timing
all eruptions. Have the whole family
hie steps to tbe Joyous melody—
to take them today.
begin
"The wind's veering ait
"Hood's Sarsaparilla baa been nsed la
Then spread every sail;
She'll bear all her canvas a-trip!"
Two tises of each remedy-II and *2.50.
oar family for some time, and always with
Feed the dairy calf to insure steady Large holds four times dollar else.
He was a dark, slim youth, much sun- good results. Last spring I wai all run
a
is
Cure
Fever
positive
cold
Milk
sour
Farm
Sour
Hood
milk,
pails,
growth.
as asual
for milk fever, and will save your most burned, with curling hair, splendid down and got a bottle of It, and
milk, irregular feeding—these mean cure
valuable cows.
teeth and a voice that might wile a received great benefit." Hiss Biolab
troubles.
digestive
bird from a tree.
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
ttf
Boyck, Stowe, Vt.
He
"HelenI Helen! My beauty!"
Λ sudden transition to green feed ie
Hood'· •araaparllla promise· t·
F. A. SHURTLEFF 8b CO.i
to
often injurious and sometimes fatal. It
■topped in tbe middle of the song
•uro and keep· thé prom I··.
South Parla, Me.
should be gradual.
the yords, and he said them on her

Hood
Abortion Treatment

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills
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"Maybe,

"ISO,
you should not be likening
word, I would think still less of your
your own lea, daughter to the head
oath. Yes or no Is enough for any man
to say; more is Just a weakness."
"I say 'No!' then."
Who do you
"That Is all I want
I would
think Is the guilty person?
wlRh to give him. whoever he Is. a
warning. I know well the look on my
father's face when he told me of his
name and iny name being blacked out
And just because he Raid so little aud
threatened none I know he Is set on

rich and like to be richer."
"81ller la well enough, father, but
there la lomethlng better than filler.
It Is to be leal and true to what la set
dearest and deepest in the single hearted by blm who made It To marry the
minister, and me not loving blm, would
be a sworn lie to Uod and man. Tou

HOOD FARM

k

woman

^"WelÎ'well.

a boat, and the first mlu
out the boats. 1 am minded to marry a fisher lad. Tbey suit
me finer
"The ailler, thougb-the minister la

I am saying nothing against
Willie Anderson, but Roy Is not as he
Tou be to take care of
should be.

I

to be interfering."
"1 was only telling Will Sennex
about Mattie Robinson and her two
lovers The lass is a very butterfly of
vanity and conceit, and any lad that
will flatter her can"—
"I'm not caring to hear about Mattie
it is few people that know
Robinson
the lassie well enough to Judge her."

witti

was

good girl.

"I^et the ould man be, my beautyl
lie will be sure to say. "Don't go, Helen." or 'It Is too late and near the ex
erciso.' or 'There's a fog coming from
Take
llu· «'jist.* or tlie like of that
You are no bairn
your own leave.
now."
"Aye. but I am. I am father's bairn
1 will be
Wait a minute.
always.
back anon."
She returned in η few minutes a little dashed, but she lifted her plaid, and
Ito.v took it over Ills arm. Then they
strolled d wn to the sands together,
As soon as they were a little distance
from the cottage Roy asked:
"What did the auld uiau say?"
"Dlnua speak of father that way.
Roy," answered Helen. "I'm not liking it Father ien't auld. He can do
as big a day's work as any man in
Arran. and he has neither sign nor feel
of old age yet. Ood forever bless him!"
"1 am meaning no barm. Helen,
He was speaking very sharp to me
a few days since, and I was not liking
it
But for you. my dautie. I would
have given him as good as he sent."
"What were you saying to make father sharp with you? It Isn't bis way

lLke

isters came

"1 would cut out my tongue first"
"1 know that"
"Aye. but fisher lads differ—some
good and aome bad. I will tell you
plainly. Helen, tbat Roy Anderson Is
not an Improving companion for any

byre."'

"Whist, Roy! You do not surely think
I can be frightened Into marrying you
I am nut that kind of a woman. And
If I thought you were a man like to gc
to the mischief for aught that a woman
might do 10 you I would say α hundredfold 'No' this minute. But"—
"But you will trust me? You will
love me? Oh. my bounle Helen, give
me the one word that will make me
prouder than king or kaiser. Will you
be my wife, Helen?"
And she answered, "Yes." Then she
suffered him to taste the sweetness of
her surrender. She allowed herself to
confess that she loved him dearly, that
she had long loved him and would love
him to the end of life. And the tide
came murmuring up, and the purple
sunset brightened the seaward stretches as they told In the eerie loneliness
of the rocks their tale of love and believed that It was something quite new
and special to their own experience.
Waiting fur their return, the elder
knew what he would have to hear, and
he tried to prepare himself for it If
Helen was resolved to marry this man.
he must at least bear his disappointment without whimpering and with

!JJ·

ministry."
"I am thinking It Is Just as great to
iwlong to the boats and the sea The

K>uL"

with his hands on her shoulders,
he stood face to face with her. Then
he leaped the wall and asked if she
would come down to the water and
have a V*ilk and a talk with him.
And Helen grew suddenly ten times
lovelier. lier heart throbbed like a hive
In June. Yes. she wonted to go down
to the water, for love bas still something of the sea, but she said. "I must
first go and tell father, for be Is in the

"Indeed he wouldn't!" answered the
Does anybody
unsuspicious young man. "\ou know,
think be would do the '*ke'NN
Helen, it is the Scripture rule that wo
body say that he did do It/
men shall ask their husbands about
hkely be would blacken the name be things they are Ignorant of. And 1
Ue8 best <" all the world? Do folk
was Just saying this and that about
him for a fool? What would be women In general when the auld man
η
of
that.
tbe
like
It?
and
make by
-I mean the elder—snapped me up
all the time he is storming and swag- with a very Impertinent remark about
gering and blustering like the sea gane my ain mother."
mad. Now. then. Helen, if you could
"Roy. father was hearing something
onlv take the minister
I can scarce believe possible about
"Father, how can I take the ω»0
your cousin Will's boat."
with his beck, and bows and his Miss
"I ken what yon mean."
111,1
w
bite
his
small
Brodicks.'
"Some one was telling you did the
tine
his
scented hair and
tight fitting deed, bnt I nm sure that Is simply una
•black.'—I that have lived anions ro«
thinkable."
tbo fH'ii and tb.· wind In their
"Of course! Of coursel Would I, for
bulr- uieu wlio come home da} aft"
anything, smirch the name of the woday with th.it grand loot on U*1'
man 1 love better than my own life?
tbat men get »bo «reste « h t .
I would be a born fool to do it! I would
irreat winds and waves in tin very
think shame of myself forever."
urevence of death: I. that know men
They had reached by this time a
οiily in their blue guernseys and bll·. large rock, and Roy eat down and drew
sea boot, and their storm oils,
Helen close to his side. He then tried
minister Is not my kind, lie is fcood
to turn the conversation, but Helen
1
and he may be great In hi* η,'·χ·
was not satisfied.
know tisher lads that are ten feet hlfcl
"Roy." she said, "I am not doubting
you, but I would be pleased to have the
1 see that I have Rl,ola'"
denial, straight nnd plain, from you.
too late.
ΠΙ away to the byre and look There's folk that will be talking, and 1
after the beasts. And it cou.es to η
want to be able to spenk the words for
heart this night how the Almightj I .1
you that you will perhaps be too proud
and too angry to speak for yoursel*.
hint

do In a manse? It is a Glasgow pulpit
he 1· seeking, and how could 1 live in
the city and away from the sight and
the sound of the sea? It Is not thluk·
able, father."
It is not
"The mlnlHter Is well to do
He
a stipend that he Is depending on.
tms dry siller In the Bank of Scotland,
and I would be fain and proud to see
It is a great
you marrivt on him.
thing to belong to the kirk and the

first kirk

»

bl.n backward. W
>
got ui> a quarrel wllb ble eoualn WlUlt

a

lips,

as

rfARRAN

Now. Helen
after the evening meal.
Brodick whs u beautiful woman, tull
and shapely, with a finely formed face;
—VALVE OK SOKWHVM.
eyes gray, teuder und eloquent; u brilliant complexion, wavy musses of fnlr
A. J. F., » reader from Marble Falls, hair rolled Into a loose coil and posTexas, asks: "IIow many pounds of sessing in a remarkable degree the tine
tlesli ran be averaged from one bushel of
Roman calm of a definite ancestry.
corn in feeding bogs, ten months old, if
And she lived the very life of the
some cane, squash or watermelons are
eea
Lier blood had tides in it uud was
fed along with the corn?"
This is a question that does not admit subject to ebb and flow. Away from
the sen she would bave pined like a
can
of a satisfactory answer, yet I
probably give some information that will stormy |telrel in a cuge. Yet it wus
be of value. There are many factors Just this possibility which occupied her
which enter into the answering of this father s thoughts as he sut gazing ut
question, such as whether the hogs aro the outstretched waters, His staff was
well bred or not; second, the care they
lietween bis knees und bis hands were
have received previous to beginning to
folded on it. and us be cume suddenly to
fatten; third the skill of the feeder; and
be lifted it slightly uud
fourth, the season of the year at which some deeision
of
they are fed, as hogs will gain less in then let it full with all the emphasis
cold weather, when a larger per cent of a stamping foot
the food must be used in maintaining
"Helen!" be called in a toue of auvital heat than in the pleasant weather l™";·
also
exin
of spring or fall. Probably
"1 οηι near done wl' the tea things,
cessively hot weather they will gain father." she answered. "I'll be with
less. This question has been written
auon."
And In a minute or two
about and experimented upon by some you
of our most careful investigators, and she etood beside hitn In all her homely
nearly all of our experiment stations sweetness, the odor and breath of the
have made experiments." Perhaps there ocean around her.
is no more careful writer along this line
"Are you wnuting me Id particular,
than F. D. Coburn, secretary of the father?·· she asked.
State Board of Agriculture of Kansas,
"I am. I was meeting the minister
aud in his book, "Swine Husbandry," he
today, and he was talking about you.
of
of
these
the
result
experi- He ts
many
gives
loving you. Belen; loving you
ments.
They show a variation in the
results as one would expect, because so perfectly and unspeakably."
"Well. then. I am not coring for him
many factors enter into it. Ten experiWhat would the like of me
ments are as follows, giving the number to speak.
KKSVLT8

Φ
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said to herself, "but he will Ret ovei
It, and he will be Just; whatever couiee,
be will be just. That Is all 1 atu want
ing, for when he knows Roy better ht
will be liking him better. 1 know. And
I am very happy with my lad.
Oh.
what a wonderful thing Is love! I cnn
pray for the whole world tonight Roy,
Roy, I hope you arc as happy as I am,
my owu dear lad!"
CHAPTER II.

Happy as Helen had declared herself
to be, she rose In the morning with a
For
certain depression and anxiety.
all changes to the thoughtful heart
must have an air of melancholy. What

camo lu out of the storm, laughing
and slinking the frozen snow oat of
Lis black curls. He threw off bis plaid,
took Ilolen In his embrace and then
snuggled comfortably down among the
cushions of the big chair she had placed near the fire for him. A little table
was spread with bread and milk, and
be ate heartily and related to Helen
as be did so tbe particulars of a trip
to Glasgow from which he had Just returned. Then they became more loving and confidential, and some evil In·
fluence prompted Roy to say:
"I must e'en tell yoa a strange thing,
that I have found out about my cousin
Will. lie is wanting to buy a share in
a North s?a trawler, and wherever be
bas got tbe siller for that outlay 1b
malr than good folk ken."
"It will be true siller if it be in Will
Anderson's purse," answered Helen.
"But what way did you hear of it.
Hoy? Father never spoke of the like,
and he mostly kens what Will Is plan-

we bave to leave behind is part of our
6elvee. We are dying In α measure to
the life we are quitting and must do
so ere we can fully enter on the life
we are going to.
And, although she
did not tell herself these things, she
felt them.
Roy had spoken of their
own home
Her heart was turning to
ward it. and the home she was to ning."
leave had already lost something of its
"Weel, the lad thought to keep this
charm. As she went about her usual
plan secret for some reason, good or
duties she was dreaming of the cottage ill but as it happened Lucky Hlslop
Roy was to prepare for her and of the gave me a letter that she thought was
life they were to live in It, and her mine, and it wasn't mine; it was Will'·.
present life was the poorer for this The doited auld wife Is losing bcr
projection of her best self into the fu sight, I'm thinking."
ture.
"You surely didn't open It, Roy! You
Still affairs went on with their ac- would never do tho like of that!" said
customed peace and regularity, and Helen.
Robert Brodick was not at once sens!
"I wasn't noticing the direction· very
He was far more sentive to. his loss.
clearly."
sitive to the annoyance which the brag
"When did you get this letter?"
and pride of his future son-in-law
"Oh. It Is vera near a week since."
caused him
Roy bad won the hand
"Man, Roy!"
somcst and richest girl In the neigh"Weel. what's the matter with you?"
borhood. and he was not able to bear
"You never said a word before about
so
enamA
man
his success modestly.
it"
110
one
ored. so transported with love.
"I'm sorry I said a word the now.
had ever seen before, and the Usher What are
you looking at me in that
wives shook their heads over his noisy
way for'/ Your eyes are like two piswas
happiness and said such hot love
tols."
soon cold.
"I was wondering—I was wondering"—
It certainly soon became subject to
She ceased speaking, for Roy bad takmoods which troubled Helen's nature
en a letter from bis pocket aud was ofto its very depths, for as the young
fering it to her.
man grew accustomed to his good for
"Read that," he said.
in
The
it.
tuue he began to find faults
"Is It Will's letter?"
Hi
elder was a standing grievance.
"Aye, it is. Read It and see what the
felt his presence generally to be a
sneak has been planning and never
It was
wrong to Helen and himself.
saying a word to any oue, friend or
true that the father was only sitting on
kin."
his own hearthstone, but Roy wished
She drew back with dislike and anhim far away. He said he had "tine
"I would not touch it' for a' the
consideration for other folk." and as ger.
have no right,
the nights grew cold and dark the of •Hier In Arran. Roy, you
of right, with
fense was aggravated. Then he vowed you have not the shadow
that letter. It is Just downright theft
"there was no pleasing the auld man"
You are,
that is, he could not make Brodick to have it In your pouch.
Will by
laugh at his funny stories and mimiu maybe, wronging your cousin
Go to him at
In the lirst place, laughter was keeping It from him.
ries.
can for
not natural to Brodick; he took lift- once and make what plea you
tbe wronu you have done. Oh, Roy,
too seriously to make sport out of it
he had that con
In the second
Roy, I cau't believe It! I can't bear

place,
tempt for mimicry and punning which It!"
What nro you
"Parfect nonsense!
all but the most elemental natures fed
There was not any obvious quarrel, but crying about? A poor wife you would
such silent dignity as became an elder no disagreement is so intolerable as make for
any man if he could tell you
of the kirk. But it was a bitter trial, that divided from union by ouly a semi
naetbiug but what everybody might
"Uclcn, my dear lassie, say 'Yes.'"

for lie found out that hour how great
bis dislike for Roy Anderson and
how niueh he feared his influence over
Helen; also he felt a little hard toward
his daughter. She knew that of all the
lads who went into the boats this lad
was the tnost objectionable to him. She
knew that he mistrusted his moral nature and that the general feeling in the

was

It Is a far more intense disliki
tone.
than one which explains itself in a vig
orous dispute or contradiction.
To be constantly between these two
opposite natures and feeling the fret of
both was not a good discipline for
Helen. She was nervous and fearful
when her father and lover were to
gether. She longed for her own home;

village was not favorable to him, but. though Roy talked continually
though It was hard to say on what about the Joy they were to have in It.
grounds this prejudice existed, for Roy he made no efforts toward Its realiza
was a prompt observer of all that the
He was waiting for Robert Bro
tion
little community held in respect, a con
dick to do this, and Robert Brodick hau
stant sitter In the kirk and a ready
a conviction that it would never be re
helper when there was any stress of quired. Sooner or later, bo was sure.
all this his cousin.
labor: but for
Will Anderson, who made no particular
effort to please, who was not a good
singer or a good story teller, who was
shy of women and whose sole claim to
favor was a good, simple heart, was a
extra

far more popular man.
If it had been Will Anderson, the father told himself, he would not so much
have regretted the minister. lie could
at least have respected Will and would
not have been ashamed of him amoug
the great and honorable company of
his foret a I hers. But Roy I "Ah, weel!"
he said as he saw the young

people

coming home together. "There is room
Promising is not marryfor hope yet.
ing." He rose as they came near to
him, and when Boy, with the pride of
a newly engaged man, referred to Helen as bis "future bride" tbe elder grimly smiled and answered:
"Weel. weel, that will do for η passing remark."
"I hope you have no objections, elder." said the lover, with a slight tone
of offense at his want of appreciation.

"No. no! The circumstance Is not
likely to be far out of the way," was
the doubtful rejoinder.
"I can assure you that I love Helen.
She Is my tirst love, and I would die
for her."
"Nonsense, man! Only fools die for
love. Wise men and women very of
(en live to thank God that they did not
get tbe first foolish desire of their
We will make the exercise
hearts.
now.

It has been waiting an hour on

your self seeking."
When the worship was over. Roy.
who wished to conciliate, said a few
words about its excellency, adding:
"We are going to have a big musical
I have
reunion in the village, elder.
the charge of it. and it would be a
great tiling for us ail If you would take

the chair."
But the elder shook his head and an
fWered sharply: "I will not go a footIt is just
A musical reunion!

step!

incredible misery!"
He
Then Roy said "Good night!"
felt hurt, though he could give no reason for the feeling, but he revenged
himself by a very ostentatious appropriation of Helen and a long, whis-

pered conversation outside the door.
And Helen was proud and silent when
she came back to her father, whose
dropped head and brooding face were
a kind of reproach that Irritated her.

"Roy was feeling perfectly annoyed,
father," she said. "He was thinking
you were not pleased with him for a

sou-iu-iaw."
The lad has some dis"I am not.
cernment. I see."
"You are not so kind as you should
You are wanting me to
be. father.
marry that wee minister, with bis
scented hair and his white hands and
his hopes of a Glasgow pulpit. It is
not fair, it is not kind, to force on me
a husband 1 can neither like nor re-

spect."
"My lass! It Is Just as unfair and
Just as unkind to force on me a sonin-law that I can neither like nor re-

spect. The laws of the household are
equal laws. There is not one law for
the parent and another law for the
child.

But I know this—that love is a

clamoring selfishness, and it will put
on any disguise to get its own ends.
Go to bed. Helen, and rest and bethink
yourself. You have suffered temporary
collapse of reason. You will hold the
balance truer in the morning. God be
with you!"

And Helen could not go away without returning the blessing, nor yet say
It and keep her anger. So they parted
as usual, with a smile and haud grip.
And love has always invincible hope.
"Father is a bit disappointed," ebe

Helen's clear, honest nature would divine the falseness of the man she had
chosen, and then he knew it would be
Impossible for her to marry him.
But for three months Roy kept his
position Intact. Helen believed in him
with all her soul and loved him with
all the intense affection of a self re
strained, truthful woman. No one could

doubt her affection; It had the charm
of absolute sincerity and of truthful
But such an at
ness without a flaw.
niosphi-re was naturally too tiresome
an eudeavor for a man mingled of ex
actly diverse elements, and gradually

Helen was aware of some change, too
too elusive to com-

slight for analysis,
plain of; but—

Ah. the little more, and how much it is,
An1 the little Ic.hh. and what worlds away!

It was Just "tûe little less." and It
made Helen's heurt quake .is she looked Into the future. For If a man is not
noble and unselfish when he is In love
he never will be so either in this world
or the next, and Helen could not dis-

not explain away many
little incident which no noble or un
selfish man would have been connected with. These events each made a
distinct Impression on her. but she told
herself that no one was perfect and
that Hoy had been motherless all his
life and had never been taught to tiefine with imperious clearness the line
between rltrht and wrong. When she

guise·. could

a

was his wife and had the lad always
in her care, she was sure he could be
made to see things ν if h her eyes.
Alas, women in love tell so many lies
to themselves!
The dim doubt, however, κ row sud
deuly. and in one fateful hour, to a cortninty she could not deny or tolerate.
It was a stormy night near lug the new
year. The elder had gone to a kirk
session, and Helen had given to the
cheery home place a wonderful air of
The tire danced and
cozy beauty.

blazed on the snow white hearth, on
the deal furniture, scrubbed with meal
till it was like Ivory; on the gayly
patched cushions and crockery, on the
house plants In the window ami the
prims and ballads upon the walls. Roy
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The letter came to me In
was a

I won't listen to such
Providence.
words."
"'Will and won't' are for L.en to
say, not for women folk. I'll read any
now was I to
letter I like to read,

ken when I.ucky Ilislop put the paper
in my band that it wasn't mine?"
"Was Will's name on the outside of
it?"
"Aye, it was. but what of that? Will
and Hoy are near enough to pass parI saw the Anderson
ticular notice.
plain, and 1 opened it. Anybody might
bave done the same thing."
"Say that much. But you knew as
soon as you had reads line or two that
It wasn't your letter. Then, no doubt,
you looked well at the outside of it."
"Say that much, and what by It?"
"This—that knowing mostly at once

that you held In your hand what was
not yours in any sense you ought to
have gone straightway to your cousin
and said: 'Will, I opened this letter by
mistake, but I haven't read more of It
than to let me ktiow It did not belong
1 hope you'll excuse me and
to me.
poor Lucky Ilislop likewise.'"
"Such evendown folly! I would Just
like to see Roy Anderson making α
wonder and a talk of himself for a
screed of paper."
"It comes to this—you can give up
the letter or you can give up Helen
I will not put my band In
Brodick.
yours again until you have made It

clean to your cousin."
"You are caring a deal for my cousin.
I nm thinking he ought to be In my
place. Give him the letter yourself.
There it Is!" And he tlung it on the
table in a great passion.
"I will not black my hand with It,
forby you will make your own excuses and seek your own discharge
from the blame aud the shame of It.
I'm not sure but what keeping a letter
is actionable. It ought to be, I know

that"

"And so you are going to fling me o'er
for Will's letter. I have been thinking
long that you were not caring for me."
"You are lying now. I have told you
this very night that 1 love you better
than all the world, and you know tine
and well that I would not say them
words unless they came clear and
But It is the
warm from my heart.
man I thought you that 1 love. I could
not love—I would not dare to love—a
lad that could open and read a letter
that was not his—aye, and then keep it
for η whole seven days afterward. So

You must go straight,
listen to me.
tills very minute, to Will and give him
what belongs to him, and if you don't
do this, and all of it, you may count
every word between us uusaid and un-

redeemable."

Fertilizer*
That's

the
kind
of providence, for It has let me into
Will Anderson's secrets."
"You'll uo dare to put your sins on
ken.

regular way. I might say it

for

Childr^a

plants. Some
ordinary soil.

Others need fertilisers.
The nature of some children
prexenti then fron thriving
food Such chilon

ordinary

dren grow right if tren* I right
All they need is a little fertilizer—a little extra richmvs
Scott's Emulsion is the rigjv
treatment

Fertilizers make thingsgrow.

"You are not in earnest, Helen Brodick?"
"I am, as sure as deathl"
"Weel, I cannot give you up. I would
rather make a born Idiot of myself. So
I'll go to Will and do what you bid me.
He'll Just laugh at the circumstance, I
ken that, and he'll laugh at me likewise, but It's little you care for that."

"Oh, Boy, I want you to do right and
only right, and"—

"I've said I would do what you told
to." Then he rose, kicked the chair
aside in a temper and, taking his cap
aud plaid, went ont without another
4
word.
me

[το

be

coirrurtTSu.]

Jninineite

Archer·.

In Japan archers test their arrows by
balancing them on the nails of the second and third fingers of the left hand
and rapidly twirling them by the feathered end with the lingers of th? right
baud. If the arrow makes a whirling
sound, it is crooked and must be

That's just what Scott's Emulstraightened.
sion does. It makes children
in
Λ Mcnn Inalnnatlon.
grow in flesh, grow strength,
"Do the birds come and pick up the
in
mind,
rich
blood,
grow
grow
breadcrumbs from your hotel lawn?"
what we "They used to before my wife began
That's
happy.
grow
to make her own bread."—Judge.
make it for.
Send for free

sample.

ν. γ.
SCOrr & BOWNK, tt.cmu», «09 Pnrl St.,
jut and f i.oo; all druggiiti.

Orchards in France

valued at
at $240 and

are

$400 an acre, vineyards
pasture at $90.

1
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l^UEO TÛK8DAT9.

SOUTH I'AKIS, MAINE,
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Editor· tad

PARIS HILL.

MAY 13, 1902.

Baptist Church, Ber. H. H. BUhop,
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at u M. Sabbath Evening Ser
rice at 7 JO p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 4) p. M.
Unlveraallst Church: Sunday School every
9un<lay at 11 a. u.
lira!
Paator.

FORBES,

Proprietor*.
A. K. roini.

UWM· M. ATWOOO.

IN ALl

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

Miss Eliza Butterfield, who hae been
visiting in Bethel for a few weeks, re-

Tumi
#1.40 a rear If paid ttrlctly In advance. turned home Thursday.
Mrs. Fannie Carter and her grandOtherwiae Ai-UO a year. Single ooplea 4 oenu.
Miss Dorothea Carter, who
ADTunuiuiTt:- AU leacal advertisement· daughter,
have been in Montclair, X. J., during
are given three consecutive Insertion· for $1J0
contract·
In
of
column.
Inch
Special
per
length
the winter, arrived in town Tuesday,
made with local. Iran nient and yearly advertisand their house here is open for the
er·.

summer.

New type. fa*t preeee·, steam
Job Piuntuiu
power, experienced work m η and low price·
combine to make this department of oar buald«m complete and popular.

John R. Miller returned here Thursday from Haverhill, Mass., where he has
been during the winter. He has suffered
severely from rheumatism, and while he
is somewhat improved, he is still very
aiNULE COPIES.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent· lame.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
E. D. Ryerson and wife of Paterson,
the publisher* or for the convenience of i>atrone
N. J., are here on their wedding tour,
jingle copie· of each Issue bave been placed on
Mr. Ryerson
•ale at the following place· in the County :
guests at J. H. Rawson's.
Parlin's Drug Store.
South Pari·,
was formerly a resident here, but west
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
to Paterson about four years ago.
Noyee' Drug Store.
Rev. W. W. Hooper will preach at the
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleid.
Universallst church at Paris next SunOffice.
A. F. Lewie, ineurance
Fryeburg,
Subject, "Something
day, May 18.
Mr·. Harlow, Poet Office.
Part· 11 111,
Does the
about the Sunday question.
Samuel T. White.
West Part·.
man who never goes to church lose any-

•

Republican

A

thing?"

St-te Convention

City Hall, Portland,

Wednesday, June 11,1902,
at I 3D o'clock, P.

M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September
Flection, and transiting any other i usinées
that may properly come l>ef"re It
The basis of representation will lie a· f >llows
Each City, Town and Plantation will be 'ntltled
to one delegate ; and for eacb 73 vote· cast for
candidate for Governor In 1SW>.
the
an additional delegate, and for a fractkn of to
votes In excess of .5 votes, a further additional
delegate Vacarcie* In th* delegation of any
Cttv, Town or Plantation can only be ti led by
residents of the County In which the vtcanele·
exist.
The State Committee wtll be In sessloc In the
reception room of the Hall at 1.' :Λ> P. M on the
day of the Convention, for the purpo«M of receiving the credentials of delegate·. De'egate»,
in order to be ellglb'e to participate In the Con
ventlon, must be elected subsequent to t'ie date
of call for this Convention.
All elector· of Maine, without regard to i>a»t
political affiliations, who believe In Republican
and endorse the policy of the Repubprinciples
lican party, arc cordially invited' to unite under
this call In electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order, Kepubll an State Committee,
Κ M. SIMPSON, Chairman.

Republican

BYRON BOYl), Secretary.
Bangor, April 10, 1909.

'2
t
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
]
1
i
i
2
2
1
2
1

Buckfleid,
Byron,

Canton,

Denmark,

Dix tie Id,

Fryeburg,
GI lead,

Grafton,
Greenwood,
Hanover,
Hart'ord,
Hebron,
Hiram,
Lovell.
Maeon,
Mexico,
Newry,
*

second District

Oxford,
Paris,
Peru,

Porter,
Roxbury,
Ruinford,
Stoneham,
Stow,

3
?
1
3
6
1
1
1

Sumner,

Sweden,
Upton,

1
2
3

Waterford.

Woodstock,
plantations.

Lincoln,
Magaltoway,
Milton,

1
1
1
—

73

nepuo'ican

convention

Will be held in City hall. Lewlston, Me., Tuesday, June IT, at 1Λ1 o'clock P. St., forth· purpose
of nominating? a candidate for Congress to be
voted for at the September election.
To select a district committee and transact any
other business that may properly come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Each cltv, town and plantation will be entitled

toone<teleg»t.and for ea< h seventy Ave votes cast
for the Kepublican candidate for Uovernor in
l'.nOan a'idltloual delegate and fur a fraction
of fortv votes iu excess of seventy-live a further
additional delegate. Vacancies lb the delegation
of any city, town or plantation can only be tilled
by a resident of the county In which the vacancy
exists.
The District Committee will be In session in
the reception room of the hall at 1.' o'clock M. on
the
of the conveutlou for the ρ irpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. DelegateIn onier to be tllgible to participate in the con
vcntlon m u*t lie elected subsequent to the date
of the call for this convention.
Per order Kepublican District Committee.
C. S. Ckowki.l Chairman.
J. W. Βκλ< κκγγ, Secretary.

day

Republican County Convention.

Republican voters of the County of Oxfort, in the Stale of Maine, are requested l··
The

meet in convention at the Court House at
South Perls, on Wednesday, the l>th day of
June, A. D. liw.'. ut it) o'clock in the forenoon
for the purpose of nominating candidates fo; the
following county officer*, to be supported a: the
September election, to wit: Senator, Clerk of

Courts, County Treasurer, County Attorney.
Register of t»eëds, Register of Deeds for Western
District, oue County Commissioner, and Sheriff.
Also to choose a Kepublican County Committee

for the years 1*jo and lyot.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Each town and plantstlon organized for e'ectl >n
purposes will be entitled to one delegate, ami for
each 75 votes cast for U>e Republican candi late
for Uovernor in 1'JtX) an additional delegate, aud
for a fraction of to votes in excess of 75 votes an
additional delegate.
The Republican County Committee will be In
session at the grand jury room at the Court
House at South Paris, at Û o'clock on the morn
lug of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate
In the convention must I* elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
Per onier Republican County Committee
Λ R ΚΤΛ S Ε. STEARNS, Chairman.
ARTHUR E. roKBKS, Secretary.
Date·) at South Paris, May i*h, I'JOi.

COMING

EVENTS.

May 1:1.—State Assessors' meeting. South Paris.
May it.—state Assessor»' meeting. Bethel.
May IK—State Assessors' meeting. Rum ford
Falls
May 16, 17.—oxford County Teacher»* Convention, Bethel
Hay ϋ—Convention of Oxford County Sunday

School Association, Mechaulc Palls.
June 3.—Oxford PomonaUrange. OUsdeld Gore.
June 4
Prohibition state convention, Bath.
June 1ΐ, 13.—County convention of W. C. T. U.,
—

Norway.

Poe. r.f.

Cunimtnit», Ν., c.f.
Cole, H., r.f.
The score by innings was:
12

On the alK>ve Itasls, the several towns and
plantations In Oxford County will be entitled to
the uuutber of delegate· given below :
5
1
Norway,
Albany,
Andover,
Bethel.
Browutleld,

I)r. M. M. Houghton has four rooms
let for the summer.
Saturday was a great day for base
In the forenoon there was a
ball here.
game on the common between the June
Bugs of South Paris and a nine called,
for advertising purposes, the Squash
The Squash Bugs
Bugs, of this place.
In the afterbeat by a score of 20 to 2.
uoon the Paris Hill Juniors played the
South Paris Second, and again victory
perched on the Paris Hill banner, by a
The first part of the
score of 13 to 12.
gaine up to the fifth inning looked easy
for South Paris, but Paris Hill climbed
up in the sixth. X. Cummings rapped
out a single and started the scoring. But
few errors were made in the game, and
it was an interesting game. The players
for Paris Hill were:
Strout, c
Andrew», p.
Bennett, 1st b.
Lyon, 2d b.
Cole. It., 3d b.
Cumiuluge, Κ., β.».

to

will be held In

June 17.—second Congressional District Republican convenUon. I.ewlston.
June 17—'Democratic State Convention, Bangor
June If.—Republican county convention, South
Parle.

Parle
South

Parle,

3

4

5

1 θΊΓ 0 0
0 2 2 2 0

9-Total

6

7

3
0

3 6 X—13
10 5—12

8

I'atterlee, Andrew·» aud Strout. Berry and
Anderson. Krrore, Parle IIUI 4, South Parle 5.
Umpire, Fred Shaw.

Mrs. Powers of Livermore Falls is a
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Η. H.

Bishop.

Miss Mary A. Pierce was at home
from Westbrook Seminary over Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Bishop exchanged pulpits on
Sunday with Rev. Dr. Crane of Hebron.
At the church parlors next Friday
uight at 7.Ό0 o'clock the members of the
Baptist church will give a supper and
The memreception to new members.
bers of the congregation also are cordially invited.
J. B. Euterton of Auburn was at the
Hill over Sunday.
Mr. Brown and family, who have spent
the winter in California, are expected at
The
Old Brick some time this week.
servants arrived several days ago.
Mrs. Leslie E. Xewell died very suddenly Saturday night, after a short illness.
Her death was a great shock to
every one, as only one or two of her
most intimate friends had supposed that
she was in danger, and she had always
Mrs.
been a strong, healthy woman.
Newell was a daughter of the late Alexander S. Thayer.
She was a most estimable woman and her loss will be felt
in the community.
Much sympathy
Begoee out to the bereaved family.
sicles her husband, she leaves three children. Lizzie, who is in the graduating
class in the high school, Maud, and
Elliott.
Funeral at 1 o'clock Monday
afternoon.
The schools in this town commenced
Monday, the 5th inst. Miss Lid» Abbott teaches at Houghton; Mine Christie
Holt of Dixtield teaches at the West
End and Mr. Win. McDougald of Rockland teaches at the Centre.
Leslie Duun is at work on Ernest
Kuapp's new barn.
Miss El vie Inman visited her mother,
Mrs. Young, Saturday, stopping until
Sunday afternoon.
R. E. Taylor and family have moved
to their cottage on the Decker reservation near Haines Landing.
Fishing is reported good at the lakes.
The noon train with Pullman car
started on Mouday, the 5th inst.
John Pressey caught h bass at Roxbury Pond Saturday, weighing six

pounds.

1'arties from Dixtield and Mexico have
been tishing at Garland Pond the past

week.

Chris Reed came down on the train
from his Cupsuptic drive sick with the
mumps.
cAST BETHEL
Two meat carts pass this way every
week.
J. II. Swan visited Rumford Falls last
week with butter, eggs, potatoes, etc.
Miss Amy Bartlett is teaching school
in the town of Mason.
Miss Ilester Kimball has a new bicycle.
Mrs. Abbie Haines entertained the
Ladies' Union last Thursday.
Master Henry Howe from South Paris
is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Sarah Farwell is spending a few
weeks at Wm. Farwell's.
EAST HEBRON.
Our farmers are auxiously waiting for
the ground to become ready for planting.
Rev. Mr. Kelley from Bath will supply
the pulpit the 11th, and there is small
prospect that he will remain for a while.
The ladies on May night made $16.45
for the benetit of the F. B. church.
Some repairs will be made on the outside
of the church after planting that were
commenced last autumn and were not

GREENWOOD.
BETHEL.
Rather cool and wet (or vegetation to
Monday evening the Bethel Library
Association held its annual meeting ana advanoe rapidly, yet fields and pastures
elected the following officers for the are «lowly putting on the "living green/'
as well as some of the forest trees.
ensuing year:
Grass was winter killed but little, and
Pre·.—Mr*. G. R. Wiley.
must be getting ready to come forward
Vice-Pre·.—Mis· Annie Frye.
Sec.—Mr*. Gilbert TuelL
with a rush when the warm weather sets
Ttom.—Mr*. Ο. M. Mason.
Trustee·—MIm P. M. Buxton. Mr·: Ellen Car- in.
Bat
ton,
For some reason the mice did not do
ter. Mr*. De Albra Hopk'na, Rev. F. E.
Herbert C. Bowe, F. E. Hanecom, Oilman Chap- their usual amount of work at road
man.
making last winter; in fact we have
The reports of the
secretary and hardly seen a trace of it this spring, nor
treasurer of the library showed the a tree
girdled. Possibly the bare ground
affairs of the library to be in a very en- in
December, and the small amount of
be
soon
will
condition.
120
couraging
snow during the rest of the winter, had
expended for new books. Mrs. L. T. something to do with it.
Barker, librarian.
Although the Jackson farm that Dr.
Monday evening the last entertain- Packard bought a few years ago, conment in the series which the Y. P. S. C. tains three or four
orchards, the.doctor
E. have given this winter, was given in set out 750 new trees last
spring, and has
the Congregational church when Rev.
he can
500
mete.
added
Evidently
just
C. S. Cummings of Auburn gave his
see, or at least he thinks he can see,
bright and interesting lecture upon money in fruit growing.
Sense, Sentiment and Superstition. Mr.
And the same may be said of John
Cummings holds the attention of his Titus, who, although he has several
audience from first to last.
orchards, set out fifty more apple trees
Plumbers are still busy putting in last week.
These men are both good
bath-rooms, and connecting others citizens, and may they both live to "eat
which have only a private sewer with the fruit of their
doings."
Mr. Seth Walker has
the public sewer.
Something has been said among the
had a new bath-room put in, and Mr.
craft
about
making and hanging
young
Purington and Mr. Bisbee have had Maybaekete, but so far as known no
theirs fixed up, and Mr. J. C. Billings is
evening rappings have yet been heard.
now having a new one put in.
It is hinted that on the next moon if the
had
a
in
Tne W. R. C.
contest
adding weather and traveling improve someand
several
were
initiated
members,
thing will be done in that line. Then
last week, and more will be made mem- look out for them.
bers next Thursday night.
The other day another deer was seen
Tuesday at the aunual meeting of the in the field hardly more than a rifle shot
W. C. T. U., the following officers were from the
house, but that he will be there
elected:
next fall when the law drops off is somePresident—Mrs. Sarah Hillings.
what doubtful.
M. Mason, Mr*.
Vice-Presidents—Mr*. ο.
Only one lamb as yet, and although it
Addle Andrews, Mrs. Λ. M. Clark.
ami
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. has a white father it takes after its
Recording
Kmma W. Chandler.
colored mother, and is as black as Mrs.
Treas.—Mrs. L. T. Barker.
Stowe's celebrated Topey.
The wife and daughter
of Rev.
Last Sunday Charles Dunton of North
Charles Gleason, who have been visiting
called at the Bennett place on
Norway
in Brooklyn, Ν. Y., have arrived in his
way home from Bethel where he had
Bethel.
been in search of a girl to do his houseMr. Milton Penley has moved into the
work, but there was no such a girl to be
and
has
a
meat
House,
Emery
unique
found. She is fast becoming obsolete.
It
is
a
enough
shop.
refrigerator large
On the same day came Charles A.
for a shop.
Dunham and hie sister Ada of West
The teachers' convention will meet in Bethel and
stopped until Tuesday mornBethel May 16-17.
Friday dinner will ing. Monday he and his cousin went
be served by the W. R. C. in Garland tlshing but met with rather indifferent
chapel.
success.
The fish for some reason
seemed inclined to remain in their native
WEST BETHEL
"Sweet odor· are watted down from the blooming element.
Another recent caller was Mont Bryant
hills;
Sweet no η ι; » come leaping forth from the rippling of
Freeport who with hie parents left
rills;
town twelve years ago, and is now 24
She kisses to bursting bloom each leafy spray,
It was no marvel thereThen sh ) trips o'er the mellow earth; beautiful years of age.
May)
fore if recognition was out of the ques"She comes with her magic wand—all Nature tion.
sings!
STOW.
Light poised In the air are birds on glancing
wings;
to the wife of Clifford
29,
Born,
April
The Sun-god darts from his quiver his brightest
Mrs. Frank Emery
Emery, a daughter.
ray.
To we'come this queen of my song, this lovely is caring for her.
May!"
is
Irving Guptill
working for Chas.
The village hotel is still closed.
Barrows.
J. S. Mason remains in poor health.
Miss Harper of Franklin is teaching in
Good weather for grass and grain.
A good school is reported.
Dist. No. 2.
Trout are beginning to bite in the
Miss Georgia Walker entertained the
brooks.
Endeavor sociable Thursday evening,
We understand that L. H. Tyler has the 8th.
Ethel Guptill is teaching school at
bought the E. G. Wheeler farm.
Harry X. Mills is moving into the Chatham Centre. She boards at home.
house recently vacated by Mrs. L. C.
We have had a good deal of rain this
Bean.
spring. After all, the farmers arc getMeetings are now held in Union ting along well with the spring work.
church at 2:30 p. m. instead of 10:30
EAST SUMNER.
A. u.
Cyrue B. Ileald's family left on Fridaj
Mrs. L. C. Bean has gone to Bryant
Pond to board with her friend, Mrs. W. for their new home in Norridgewock.
Although residing in that town, their
F. Brown.
It is said
A. J. Haskell hopes to move hi· fam- address will be at Madison.
ily into the tenement over his new store by those who have seen the place that it
is one of the finest locations in town.
early in June.
The funeral of Miss Susan Bryant
John Murphy is living alone since the
death of his mother, who had been hie occurred at the Baptist church on Wednesday, Rev. B. F. Turner officiating.
housekeeper for many years.
Travel toward the Rangeley Lakes is
Mrs. C. L. Abbott is taking care of
Mrs. J. E. Pike, and at present is doing good, and the Ashing said to be never
The P. and R. F. lines now run
better.
all the work in the house.
Ε. K. Briggs is without a housekeeper, two trains daily to and from Bemis,
his two unmarried daughters having with Tullman attached.
Work on the post office building is
It is a
gone away from home to work.
busy season of the year for a farmer to progressing.
A. D. Park and wife of South Paris
have to do housework.
have visited the place recently.
οπι«ιι

James

Clements,

rvyi^u.

a

war

UAUJHL».

veteran of the

Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Houghton of Aurebellion, died very suddenly Tuesday
evening at his home at North Wood- burn visited relatives here last week.
Alton Verrill is putting on a piazza
stock. Mr. Clements had been troubled

with heart disease for some time which
was the cause of his death.
Funeral
services Saturday afternoon.
The concert given Tuesday evening by
Prof. Wight and chorus assisted by the
-Schubert Quartette was a marked success and was greatly
enjoyed by the
many who attended. That the quartette
was fully appreciated was shown
by the
many encores which it received.
The Universalist entertainment passed
off in an agreeable manner. There was

and otherwise improving his buildings.
Mr. Griffin is workine for him.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howe bave gone to
housekeeping in their new house.
The Parsonage Society met Thursday
at the chapel.
Mrs. Ilain of Bridgton was expected
to preach at the Advent Chapel Sunday,
but she was prevented by sickness.
The M. E. Society will have an apron
and ice cream sale on the evening of May

WHOOPING COUGH.
BUCKWELD.
A eon was born to the wife of ChM.
A woman who has bad experience
Bowen May β.
ivith this disease, tells bow to prevent
May β Fred Holland and Bessie Moore | my dangerous consequences from it.
<
were married by Κβτ. B. P. Turner.
>he says: Our three children took
Mrs. H. C. Munson, who is ill, was vhooping cough last summer, our baby
at
accounts.
last
1 K»y being only three months old, and
reported improving
The lodge of Rebekabs of this place , ) wing to our giving them Chamberlain's
were visited Wednesday evening by a ι yough Remedy, they lost none of their
delegation from Mechanic Falls.
>lumpness and came out in much better
The dancing school cloeed with a ball lealth than other children whose parents
Thursday evening. Young and old were lid not use this remedy. Our oldest !itOne person up in the sixties \ ,le girl would call lustily for cough
there.
attended for the first time, a spectator. t
between whoops.—Jessie Pinkey
This
Twelve removals to date.
ill, Springville, Alabama.
Mountain Grange is to hold a fair ι emedy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co.,
to
] I. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,
May 15, with anniversary exercises
follow in June. The grange is growing ι )xford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
apace.
Considerable interest is shown at
Ralph Morrill has visited Portland of
late on business.
?reeport in the matter of the crossing of

J. L. Frink is making some repairs on
his stable.
Mrs. George Wakefield and daughter,
Mrs. Frank Johnson, have gone to Portland.
Mrs. John Grafton of Baldwin is visiting friends in this village.
Mrs. Thurston of Eaton, Ν. H., is
working for Mrs. Dr. Fitch.
Mrs. John McDonald and son visited
friends in Parsonsfield recently.
The latest fad in the village is liouseAll are engaged in the work.
cleauing.
May ball at Ε. B. Bean's hall last
Monday evening. A good time is re-

ported.
Plenty of work in Staples' coat shop.
Mr. Joseph Howard is working for
Dr. Fitch.

Prayer meeting at the Congregational
church this Thursday evening.

|

Mrs. Anna Pike is visiting in Portland.
Abbie Keen returned Thursday from
visiting friends at Auburn.
One man remarked that he had heard
of corners in meats, cereals, etc., but the
last was a corner in women.
Fred Bicknell of Canton, formerly of
this place, was in town Friday.
Κ. N. Prince and wife arrived Friday
from a winter's sojourn in the South.
Chas. King from Kingston, Ν. II., has
recently visited his cousins, the Conants.

Monday

summer

new

1

Made

No. Lovell— Blanche Adams.
Slab City—Tena Butters.

West Lovell—Emma McAllister.
Woodbury.
The scholars from Christian Hill and
Shave Hill are carried by Miss Olive W.
Benton to the village. Those from No.
8 to No. 4 by W. H. Keniston, and
those from Foxboro to West Lovell by
Dana E. McAllister.
The Congregational Circle of the village was entertained Thursday of last
week by Mrs. A. P. Gordon at Toll
No. four—Abble E.

Blurring

of a race who had been born and bred in
slavery's chain, cheerfully gave up then
sons and grandsons to the service of
their country, when the oppressed ana
down-trodden of a foreign nation held
hands towards
out their trembling
America for help and succor.
Proudly we watched them march
away, under the starry folds of our
mighty banner, knowing that many of
them would find their last resting place
And now,
in another land than ours.
all we can do for our fallen heroes is to
fresh
and green
ever
their
keep
memory
in our minds, and como each year in
beauty of May, and, with loving hearts
and reverent hands, place on the mounds
heaped above each faithful breast,
bright blossoms of spring that "hall be
an emblem of the unspeakable brightness and infinite beauty of freedom that
glorifies the lives of those who have
been freed from the shackles that bound
them in slavery and oppression.
This we may do, and also, in grateful
recognition of what our soldiers and defenders have done, it behooves us as
a nation to keep forever burning on our
altars the fires of patriotism, and our
hearts forever open to the cause of right,
our
of justice and of freedom; and
hands ever ready to defend the helpless
all
and
nations
of
all
and defenceless

EAST BROWNFIELD.
William Warren has been to the Maine
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
General Hospital with his son Rae,
where an operation was performed on
Hosiery.
the child for adenoids. Dr. Marston, the
Outing Suite.
Blue 9l<>ree.
attending physician, accompanied them.
*5 cents Buys a Summer Blanket.
John Hodgdon has had a severe atr
Ellison Phonographs.
tack of the disease from which he has
Headache, Κ y eat lie
Barker's Hair Balsam.
suffered so long.
Wanted.
John Greeley sold his farm to L. R.
Lost.
4 Petitions for Discharge in Bankrupt* y.
Giles in March, and this week the family
completed.
Loat.
is moving into Jane Weeks' house, with
The grange are again called to drape
a possible prospect of buying the place
back, we see, all along the
their
for
charter
another
member
who
HERE AND THERE.
later.
that marks the
pathway
Mrs.
Aurelia
recently passed away,
The Literary Club met with Mrs. H. country, countless graves of heroic men
Tattle, of Bucktield, wife of Solon Tuttle.
N. Giles Wednesday evening, May 7th.
who have yielded up their lives that
of Arkansas,
The
who In less than 15 months the
governor
charter has
There was an election of officers for America may in truth be called
pardoned a negro criminal convicted of been draped seven times for the loss of
Endeavor Society Sunday
Christian
"The lmnil of the free
assault with intent to kill, on condition members.
And the home of the brmve.
that he should thereafter reside
in
evening after service:
Mrs. Hiram Keene and two of her
As we look back, we can see that the
Pres.—W. G. Stlckney.
Massachusetts, bears the name of Jeffer- children were at church.
They have
Vlcc-l'rt**.—Jee»e Ilowe.
path the eons and daughters of America
son Davis.
Governor Davis should have moved into the
house owned by the
Treae.—Georgle Gatchell.
have trodden, in the years that are past,
known better. There is little enough Monk
boys.
Other officers and committees will be ap- has been marked
by hardship and privarespect for his name in the country
Mr. E. Lane is hauling loads of barpointed later.
tion, by bloodshed and death, by sorrow
now; lie shouldn't do anything to make rels from New Auburn to his
he
place
city.
and loneliness unepeakable, and on this
it any worse.
NORWAY LAKE.
recently purchased.
Memorial Day, let us reverently, with
H:RAM.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will bowed head
Emily Allen is very sad since her old
and bended knee, dedicate
To-day, May 8, is different from May meet with Mrs. F. E. Pottle May 21st.
Admiral Sampson is dead. Whatever home has been sold, a place where she
to ourselves, to our children, ™d to our
Willie Flood is quite sick with a bad
of bitterness has developed in connection had made her home for nearly 80 years; 8, 1725, when Capt. Lovell with sixty
children's children the duty, the priviwith his name in the unhappy contro- the home and all its vines, plants and meu from Dunstable came to Pequawket cold, and Mrs. Flood and Mrs. Hall, his
and the pleasure of making this day
lege
snow
on
are
and
mother
and
bad
colds.
trees
cannot
be forgotten.
No other (Fryeburg),
shoes,
versies of the past few years will largely
sister,
having
fought
a sacred day.
Let us always keep it as
the
battle
at
Lovewell's
Asa
of
Pike's
Hill
visitof
Mrs.
Frost
is
worth
has
its charms for
Pond, defeating
equal
disappear at his grave, and history will place
the Nation's day of sorrow and gladness
the
Indians
and
a
her
David
for
their
her.
at
Chief, ing
killing
father's,
Flood's,
give him such place as he rightfully de—sorrow for those near and dear ones
his services in the United
serves for
Henry Shaw has two incubators and Paugus, but losing their amiable Chap- few days.
who have gone out of our lives, and
has nearly ·}00 chickens, and both iucu- lain Frye, for whom
S. A. Stevens came back Saturday
States Xavy.
Fryeburg was
Madness for the unmeasured peace and
bators filled for another brood. A hen- named.
from Springvale, where he has been
that the sacrifice of their lives
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wakefield of New stopping with his daughter during the happiness
hawk is very hungry for the chicks and
to millions of our unfortunate
brought
Mr. Carnegie's benefactions are reck- comes within a few
feet of the house to Hampshire are spending a vacation with winter.
brothers and sisters: and so, with sweet
oned now as footing up about $67,000,000.
his sister, Mrs. Melville Gould.
help himself.
NEWRY.
flowers and martial music und?*
As he must have something like $200,Melville Gould is at Portland attending
The neighbors met and shingled Eva
stars and stripes of our waving banner
*
SUNDAY RIVER.
000,000 more to go the same way, it will Brown's bouse last week.
the Masonic Grand Lodge.
we will do honor to our country β noble
readily be seen that he is now only
John F. Wentworth is very feeble if
Mrs. M. Stowe of New York city is
Apphie Merrill is stopping a short
Phebe Willey Bensel.
dead.
about three-fourths in danger of dying time for
her eon, Julian Stowe.
company with Annie Tuttle, living.
visiting
disgraced. But it is likely to b^. a since the death of her mother.
Mr. Charles W. Greene of Madison
Orrin Glidden is working for R. M.
Miss Amy Heath, teacher in the Davennumber of years yet before the danger is
Emery Merrill, from Turner, with his was in town Wednesday, visiting his Williamson.
port Second District schoo in
eutirely removed.
Will Powers and team liafa been em- of Chelsea, was accidentally shot and
:ousin Fannie Merrill, passed last Sab- brother, Koecoe.
The Jameson Local Union of Y. P. S. ployed by C. Foster to do his farm
bath with her uncle, II. N. Merrill and
seriously wounded Friday, by ten-year0. E., containing some twelve societies work.
Some are complaining because the family.
old Jimmy Judge, one of her
......
in
York
and
to
his
Cumberland
has
returned
with
Mrs.
Mr.
Anson
Erastus Hayes went to Mexico
Counties,
Long
won! "dato," now in use in consequence
The children were gathered around the
ν
of our Philippine acquisition, is trans- ast week to visit her daughter, Mrs. J. Hiram Society, will hold their session at home in Nova Scotia.
teacher in the school yard during the
K.
P.
P.
East
Mrs.
A
3.
is
17th.
and
Mrs.
C.
Bartlett
her
Hall,
Austin,
Hiram, May
helping
formed into "datto," without any apforenoon recess when Jimmy
accompany
grandFoster.
old revolver from his pocket
parent reason, in the press of the coun- 1 laughter, Emma L. Keene, home from a pleasant meeting is expected.
Mrs.
Bartlett
are gather- it at the teacher said "Look out teacher.
and
with
her
risit
Moore
teams
to
Charles
her
demons,
is
that
an
instance
of
our
grandparents.
try. Well,
laughter, Mrs. Eugene Wadsworth, is ing up his timber along the road.
I'll «hoot you." He then pulled the
provincialism, or, if the term is preLOCKE'S MILLS.
The river drivers have their pulp wood trigger and the bullet struck Miss Heath
rery feeble. Her age is 86.
ferred, insularity, which we may some
Will Seams and Will Cross are cutting
in the Androscoggin.
head. Two physicians
In
time outgrow to a degree.
We take
NORTH STONEHAM.
Chester Littlehale ie able to be out the bullet from the wound, ωά the
words transplanted from jther languages < ord wood for Will Garey.
Frank
Bennett
has
to
moved
on
the
McKeen
and
R. M.
wife went to Albany igain.
and fix them over to suit our fancy, in
young woman is on the road to recovery.
1
It is alleged that the revolver was fired
an independent American way
which 1 •lace formerly occupied by Calvin Cole Wednesday to attend the funeral of Mrs.
RUMFORD.
Wiil Robinson. Calvin Cole has ] klcKeen's sister, Mrs. Julia Beckler.
a nd
in a sDirit of boyish bravado, due to the
may be refreshing, but is nevertheless
J.
met
with
Mrs.
circle
V. I. S.
of novels of the dare-devil-Dick
Perley Adams from Lynchville has S.The
extremely provincial. "Bronco," for > one back down the "City" way. Will
Estes Wednesday.
Htlibret The officers are investigating
instance, a Spanish word which we have ' tobinson is to have one of Daniel Cum- 1 teen at his brother's, John Adams', this
from
returned
Barker
Mrs.
Eugene
the cas·.
adopted, has without reason been trans- 1 niugs' rents. Alphonzo Cole lias the reek, cutting timber for binders.
Ν. Y., last Sunday.
Frank Keniston of Lovell is helping Brooklyn,
formed to "broncho," so that the cor- ' 'rank Bennett place and Elmer Cole the
A CARD.
and
tlie
are
The
set,
poles
telephone
rupted form is used by some of the best ί Lugustus Hicks farm. Quite a May 1 Vm. Gammon build a piazza on one of vire
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree
strung part of the way.
t he camps on the shore of Kezar Pond.
publishing houses and is recognized by 1 loving.
S. L. Moody is going to have hi» a refund the money on a 60-cent bottle
Mr. Kimball of Mechanic Falls has
Ella Sawyer was quite sick with a bad
the dictionaries.
1 >f Greene'· Warranted Syrup of Tar ifit
1 louse painted.
een in the place buying horses.
c old last week, but is able to go to
we
John Sylvester has moved into the I 'Ails to cure your cough or cold,
Felt's
Mrs.
S.
S.
brother
and
Mr.
chool
now.
■
wife,
It is probable that Senator M. A.
J lolfe house.
He is a first-class work- Uso guarantee a 26-cent boUle10 ρ
a
nd
Mrs.
Silas
and
Miss
to
commenced
Dennis
Adams
Perkins,
sister,
will
be
and
carry
Hanna of Ohio
present
ι
Perkins, are visiting Mrs. Felt, c ream to the Waterford cream factory 1 nan, and being a mechanic has plenty of
speak at the Kepublican state couven- linnie baskets
ar· in order just bow.
Ί 'ueaday.
Γ fork.
May
tion in Portland June 11th.

'poking

PrûK£e8*°f

Je towj
P«P]·8·

and^

tEe

reding

»tι

Discharge.

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

Bankrupt's

Petition for
)

DENISH,J

In

this

Witness the Honorable N'atiian Wkbii, litige
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I'ortland. In (-aid District, on the ΙΟΊι day of May
A. D. 1902.
Α. II. DAVIS, Clerk.
fL. s I
\ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—A. H. DW1S. Clerk.

the most

Bankrupt's

Petition for Discharge.

1
In the natter of
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM ROl'.ERTriON,
Kankrui-t. I
To the Hon. Nathan Wkbb, Judge of the Dis
trlct Court of the United State* for the District
of Maine:
liril.LIAM ROBERTSON, of Mexico, in
the County of Oxford, and State of
M
represents
Maine. In said District,
hat on the 10th day of Mar., last past, he
was duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Aits
of Congre'* r< latlng to Bankruptcy ; that he has
duly surrendered ail his iiroperty and rlirht* of
property and has fully complied with all
ti e η qulrements of said Acts and of the oiders
of Court ton hltig his bankruptcy.
Win refore he prays, that he may l>o dec-red
by the Court to have a full «Uncharge from -ill
debts provable against Ills c*t.<tc, under said
bankrupt A<t*. except su· h febts u.s are tx
rept«'d bv law from «tieh discharge.: «
Dated thl* let day of May., A. D. 1

Try
Sold

District ok Maine, ss.
On this 10th «lay of May, A. I). 1002. on
reading the foregoing |»etltlon, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing lie had
ii|>on the same on the 30th day of May, Λ. I».
I'J02, liefon; said Couit nt Portland, In fal l I)U
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami that
notice thereof l»c published In The Oxfonl
ItemocMit, a newspaper printed In said District,
tn I that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time ami
•!acc, and show cause. If any they hare, why
[he prayer of said petitioner should not be

Bankrupt. )
\> the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
L. DENISH of Rumford. 'n the County
of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
Jlstrlct, respectfully represents that on the 13th
lay of March, last paf-t, he was duly adjudged
«nkrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Unkruptcy ; that he has duly surrendered all
Is property and rights of i>roperty,and has fully
omplled with all the requirements of said Acts
nd of the orders of Court touching his bank-

LEWIS

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
A true copy of petitloa and order thereon.
Attest: Λ. II. DAVIS, Clerk.

and

perfect

pair

at the

and you will

uniform

NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΥ.

price

in fit.

be satisfied with any other boot.

never

of $3.00.

Oxfords

$2.50.

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

31 Market Square.
CASTORIA

®ears Λβ

For infants and CJiildria.

111 Kind You Ban Aim» Bought

New Patterns, Correct Styles and
Never so Low in Price.
*

OUR COMPLETE FULL

Spring Stock
now

in

our

Carpet

I

Call and

see

them.

Prices very reasonable.

Bolster &, Co.,

Dayton

N.

Carpets

of

Room.

South Paris. Maine.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought

Low Prices

Bears the

Slsnâture

on

TINWARE !
largest

goods.
perior quality
teeing
replace
well, something

]

j

I h ve a large stock of
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
h-rd instruments.

by

sell;

goods,

heavy,

single forties

~

PARKER'S
MAI α BALSAM

tod buutifi*· lb· hair. I
■
I
laxuritnt growth.
to Bestor· Onyl
Youthful Color. I
Cutci rc*!p diMM· a htlr liiUe*. I

§outh Paris.

CietoMs

Tall·
ft*Never
"
Hair to lto

STATE OP 1*1 UNE
Offlce,
Augusta, April 23, 1802.
Upon the following townships or tracts of land I
at liable to be taxed In any town, the following
Treasurer's

η
a

isessments for the State tax of 1902 were made
b y the Legislature on the 21tt day of March,
II 01.
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
Φ 37 13
* ryeburg Academy tirant
HO Λ0
* 1, Riley Plantation
98 75
ml'Ter North Surplus,....
40 70
* ndover West Surplus,..
Soi M
c
loo 69
C Surplus
181 43
> ο 4. H. 1, Rlchanlsontown,
'2Λ3 42
ο. 6, R. 1, Maga loway PI
273 24
o. 4, R. 2, Adomstowu
j
176 98
Ν o. 5, R 2, Lincoln PI
259 88
0. 4, R 3, Lower Cupsuptlc
171 80
a. ft, R 3.I'arkertown
182 16
9 4, R. 4, Upper Cupsuptlc,
£
177 M
N 9. ft, i.\ 4, Lynchtown
136 48
a. 4, R ft, Oxbow
143 20
6, Bowmantown,
£ a.a. 4, R.
148 49
ft, R. ft, I'armachenee
110 00
Β li-he'der*» tirant

')

...

.........

J

£
Jj

£
g

—

TIMBER AND tiRASS ON RESERVED

STATE OF BfAIlVE.
LANDS.
offick of Boabd of Statk Αβπκββοκβ,
R. l.W. Β. Κ. Ρ
$ 7 92
AUUUITA, April 30th, 1902.
£
ft 28
™ > 4 h. 1, W. Β. Κ. P.
Assessors
the
State
that
Notice Is hereby given
Ρ
10 66
Β.
W.
Κ.
)
R
2,
4,
ill be In session at the Court House in South £
10 ββ
>. 4, R.S, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
at
and
£
Loveloy'a
iris, Tuesday, May ISth;
594
>.ft. R.3, W. Β Κ. Ρ
otel In Bethel, Wednesday, May 14th; and at ^
«60
>.4 R.4. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
otel Rumford in Rumford Falls, Friday, May Jj1 ». R
5 94
W. Β. Κ. Ρ
5,
4,
In
of
each day,
th ; at 9 o'clock In the forenoon
JJ1 >. 4, R 5, W. Β. Κ. Ρ.,.
5 28
e County of Oxford, to secure information to J}1
ft 28
». 5, R. ft. W. Β Κ. Ρ
able them to adjust and equalize valuation· of
Ρ
680
W.
Β.
R.
Κ.
>.4,
6,
I Wild Land property In the several townships
38
act north of No. 4, Β. 6, W. Β. Κ. P.,
raid county, in accordance with the law of 1<
6 88
* R.1, (Riley)
Is State.
2 31
* idover North Surplus, |
) Board of
OTIS HAYFORD,
4 40
c· Surplus,
State
GEO BO Κ POTTLE, }
O&AMANDAL SMITH,
F. M. SIMPSON,
J Assessors.
State
TrtMorer.
Clerk.
FAMES PLUMMER,
...

.....

CHASE,

K.

J.

Pr

ces are
ever

lower this year
to

high

a

roll,

South Pari»,

some wall paper fac-

tories

boojp agents.

Our prices

for those papers

are

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

Hobbs' Variety Store
NORWAY, MAINE.

SALESMEN WANTED 1^1
CleT«UBd, Ohio.

BLOCK,

Maine.

Treaaurer' Office,
Augu*ta, April Si, 1'·*>·■
tbe following town«hlpe or tract* of lan>I
lUbl<r to l»o t»xe«l In any town the following
laaeaement* for County us of 180J were ma<le
t»y the County Comtnloeloncm of Oxford
Jounty, ou the lltb day of March, IWri
· M <·
Kryeburg Academy Grant
I le du
A, R. 1, Riley Plantation,
W*1
Andover North Surplus,..
Andover We*t Surplus
IN"
Letter C
β" "'·
C. Surplus,
W 44
So. 4. R. 1
1*4 A
So. 4, R. 3
H7
iw
(iO. 4, R. 3
10*
Ko. 5, R S
Λ
100
R.
«ο. 4,
4
10Ϊ IT
«ο. 8, R. 4.
« Jî
«ο
R. 5

Upon
not

now

Oxford and arij tcent countle·.
8*1*17
ommlMloo. Λ
TUS VICTOR OIL COMFANY.

nice

STATE OF MAINE

through

selling

a

Wheeler,

BILL XGN

which price is yet named
by

One second hand Dyer & Unghes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost -ïl2.j, for $63.

W. J.

formerly been so'd from
oents

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for 933.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nicu condition, for #<15

Paris,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

grade papers, that have
20 to 60

I have a nice oak case organ at Humford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a

One second hand square piano,
one, for 9115, worth $140.

before, and this

applies especially

piano,

9450,

great trade.

Papers!

Wall
than

Style, mahogany

piano,

$900,

Sample

► ISTRICT

[L.S.J

soles,

District of Maine, ss.
On this 10th dar of May, A. D 1902. on rend, ez the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
We have the
variety of tinware
new
ιροη tho same on the 30th day of May. A. D.
In the county, and the beet wearing
!*>i, liefore said Court at Portland, In sal l Dis·
We show our faith in the surlc.t, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noOxfonl
DemoIce thereo bo published tn the
of our tinware
guaran-■it, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that is, we will
every dish we
bat all known creditors, and other persons In
uterest, may appear it the ild time and pi ice,
any tin dish which does not wear
rul show cause, If any tliey have, why the
no other store will do.
1 irayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
the new
Ami It Is further ordered by the Conrt, That Our tinware is made with
known
all
credhe Clerk shall eend by mall to
double seams aud patent bottoms which
I have one Colonial
I tora copies Of Mid petition and this order, u l· wear better than the old
bun- rase. Pease
7} octave, almost new,
resse<l to hem at their placos of residence as I
with
made"
"home
gling
tated.
Witness the Honorable s'athan Webb, Judge seams and soldered bottoms.
satd Court, and tue seal thereof, at PortOne walnut case Poole piano, almost
1 f the In
said District, on the loth flay of May,
ind,
worth ?2">0.
new, for
L. I>. l'JO-2.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
fus.]
One second hand Ivers A* Pond
Λ true copy of petition and onler thereon.
worth fcHO.
walnut case, for
Attest: Α. II. DA VIS, Clerk

Order of No tic· Thereou

MAINE, 88.
day of May, A. D. 1902, on reading
foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the C out. that a hearing be had
pon the same ontheSOili day of May, A. D.
>02, beforo said Court at Portland, in said Disrlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that noce thereof be published In the Oxford Demo·
rat, a newspaper printe I in said District, and
îat all Lnown creditors. and other persona In
itereet, may appear at the 'aid time and p'ace,
nd show csuse, If any they have, why the
raver of said put tioner should not be grantet.
And It la further ordeied by the Court, That
te Clerk shill send by mall to all known cred.
ors copies of said petition and thla order, ad·
rcssed to them at tbolr places of residence as
Atcd·
Wltneaa the Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge
Γ the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portnd, in said District, on the 10th day of May,

up-to-datedesigns,

Bankruptcy.!

Bankrupt.

Wherefore he prave, Th it he may be decreed
y the Court to have a lull discharge from all
ebts provable against his estate under saM
ankrupt Acts, ex ppt sueh délits as are ezceptd bv law from such die h.irge.
Datée this 7th dav of May, A. D. 1002.
LEWl> L. liKNISH, Bankrupt.

D. 1001.

In

To the IIon. Nathan Webb, Judge of the District Court of tho United States for the District
of Maine:
A NDREW T. RUFF, of Rumfonl, in the
fX County of Oxfonl. and State of Maine, In
aid District,
represents that on the
itth day of Feb·, last past, he was duly
idjudged bankrupt under the Act· of Con.
rress relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
urrendered all his property and rights of
•ropcrtr, and has fully compiled with all the
■equlromeuts of eald Acts and of tho onlers of
iourt touching his bankruptcy.
Where ore he prays, That he may be decreed
■y the Court to have a full illsch irge from all
lebts provable against Ills estate, under said
lankrupt Acts, except such d. bts as are
ixcepted bv law from such discharge
Dated this let ilay of May, Α. I». 1
ANDREW T. RUFF.

uptcy.

OF
On this 10th

J

and

J. Γ. PLUMMER, =„eerh4

Are

Discharge.

respectfully

Discharge.

le

RUFF,
Bankrupt.

a

made in

leathers,

5000 Rolls New
Wall Paper and Borders!

Bankrupt.

)

a

approved

with welted

J

Petition for

is

cut from the choicest

stated.

I

remarkably low price for
faultlessly and gracefully made shoe,
$3.00

OROKIl OF NOTICE Til Kit KO V

Bankruptcy.

Parie, Maine

Snof™ Women

that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
nn<l *how cause. If any thoy have, why the pray
er of said |>eiltloiiei· sfiould not lie granted.
And it I* further ordered by the Court, Tint
th·; C't-rk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

ORDER OF

the matter of
LEWIS L.

PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST.

South

Next door to Post Oflice,

District of Maine, sn.
On thl* loth day of May, A. D. 1902, on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing l»e had
upon the same on the SOth day of May, A. D.
1902, liefore said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof l>e published In the Oxford Democrat, a rewspaper printed In said DUtrlct. and

Bankrupt's

η

over.

Our sale has been
Many people
because we know
large but we are going to make it larger by advertising,
our polish is a satisfactory article.

WILLIAM ROBERTSON,

Spruce, flr. hemlock end poplar pulp wood.
iVlll buy It itellvercil on cure or « η yenle at railWood to h<* peeled «ml delivered
όη·Ι station*.
he coming winter. Will pay the top price for
he same.
H. D. COLE. Bryant's Pond.
W. H, CROCKETT, Locke's Hills, Me.

Call and look them

A great large bottle for 25 cts.
have used it and say it is the best.

respectfully

WANTED.

$1.50, $3.75·

GARDINER GRADY, Bankrupt*.

in the matter of
ANDREW T.

Dorchester, Mass.

50c., $1.00,

your Silver Shining
using Parlin's Perfected Polish.

by

!|n Bankruptcy.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
.he Clerk shall send be mall to all known cred·
tors coules of said petition and this onler, ad·
Iressed to them at their places of residence as
•tated.
Λ Unes» the Honorable Nathan H'khh, Judge
if the said Court, anil the seal thereof, at Port
and, In satd District, on the loth day of May,1
\. D. IH01.
Α. II. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. η.]
A true c-'py of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Α. II. DAVIS, Clerk.

(

CROQUET SETS.

Keep

granted.

Walter Baker&Co

<*

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

COCOA

Emm 1780

"

y,

they

BREAKFAST

Limited

quality,

Prices L'jw for

//&„

BARGAINS !

A SPECIAL LOT OF

Gardiner

Noyes Drug

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cop
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in
Europe and America.

NORWAY, YE.

Connection.

n«

GREAT

trlct Court of the United State* for the DUtrlct
of Maine:
grady and Ferdinand ε
WOODWARD, formerly of Mexico, In the
Count·.· of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
said District, respectfully represent, that on the
.Oth day of March, 1901, they were dul.<
η»
and
Individually
adjudged bankrupt
co-partners under llrm name of Grady A
Wood"aril, under the Act» of Congre-* relating to Bankruptcy; that they have duly surrendered all their property and right* of property,
ami have fully comnlfed with all the requirementof -aid Act* and or the orlera of Court touching
their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray, That
may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge frurr
all dchu provable against their estate both
Individual and co-partnership under said
bankrupt Acte, except such debt· a* arc excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 13th day of February. A. D. 1002.
FERDINAND E. WOODWARD,

WaRer Bakers

t^i

Tcleph

η

CASTORIA For Infants and Chfldrm.
Th* Kind You Have Alwais BuicM

Bankrupt*. J
To the Hon. Natuan Wkbb, Judge of the D1»

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

|

Easte

need of

In the matter of the partner· 1
hip of trad) & Woodward,
ihe
«.partner·
In whl h are Gardiner Grady [
and Fe-dlnand E. Woodward

Individual

25c.

Smiley,

Thomas

some

Petition for

Bankrupt's

colors, only

fellows, only 25c.

South Paris, Maine.

NO LOSS OF TIME.

j

and

BOYS' SOX, in white and colore. One
of the newest things for the little

Samuel Richards,

■

black,
Koud quality, only

INFANTS' SILK LISLE IIOSE in white

of the indications of defective vision and should
be attended to at once.
You'll be surpriecd at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free aud
proper glasses properly adjusted is
what you are guaranteed here.

Chamberlain's
have sold
Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoua Remedy for years,
aud
coffee
out
of
be
would
rather
and
sugar than it. I sold five bottles of it
yesterday to threshers that could go no
OENMARK.
farther, and they are at work again this
Dr. S. T. Brown has been in Portland morning.—II. R.
Phelps, Plymouth,
the past few days, attending the grand Oklahoma. As will be seen by the
lodge of the Masonic order, which was above the threshers were able to keep
held there.
on with- their work without losing a
Mrs. Dr. S. T. Brown has been visit- single day's time. You should keep a
ing friends in Brownfield for a few days. bottle of this Remedy in yourhoine. For
P. Pariln,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray are in sale by Shurtleff & Co., E.
Portland for a day or two.
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Mr. L. A. lngalls is reported as very Drug Store, Norway.
sick.
A child of nearly two years, daughter
Mr. Joseph Colby was taken with a
severe bleeding of the nose Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Harker, Biddeford,
days eince as the result of
night, and Dr. Butler was called to his died a few
falling into a wash boiler of scalding
assistance.
The entire surThe grange held a meeting Saturday water the day before.
of the child's body was scalded and
evening, and after the general routine of face water
also penetrated the throat and
business had a supper in the upper hall. the
lung passage.
WILSON'S MILLS.
CURED
RHEUMATISM
The funeral services of A. J. Wilson SCIATIC
of Magalloway Plantation, who died at
OF
YEARS
AFTER FOURTEEN
the Maine General Hospital April 25,
SUFFERING.
was held at the middle school house
I have been afflicted with sciatic rheuMonday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Frye of matism
for fourteen years," says Josh
Milan officiating. The town loses a
"I was
Cal.
good citizen in the death of Mr. Wilson. Edgar, of Germantown,
sufferS. W. Bennett has goue to the Birches able to be around but constantly
ed. I tried everything I could hear of
to guide.
E. S. Bennett was here from Cupsup- and at last was told to try Chamberlain's
Pain Balm, which I did and was imtic, over night, the first of the week.
relieved and in a short time
Perley Flint has gone to Rangeley mediately
cured, and I am happy to say it has not
Lakes guiding.
J. W. Buckman came home from Bos- since returned." Why not use this liniton Friday but expects to go back as his ment and get well? It is for sale by
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South
mother is
ill.

Norway.

very pretty and
25c.

of the Print

glasses.
They arc

I

Stevens, Oxford;

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

oftentimes show the

style, only

MISSES' LISLE LACE HOSE, in

Headache

has been absorbed.

Paris;

37 l-2c.

BLACK

ON

One very pretty

HOSE.

ΝΛΙΚΕ.

F yeache

EMBROIDERY

SILK

S P. MAXIM 4 SON,

combination of the soap manufacturing
interests of the East. One plant already

MEMORIAL DAY.
Store,
Swiftly the year has rolled around
and Memorial Day is once more drawing
near;—the day that of all «there is
fraught with the saddest and most sor- (
rowful, the proudest and the tenderest
memories; the day when a grateful and
sorrowing nation pays loving tribute to
the brave and daring men who freely |
gave their lives when their country,

Heath &

ΙΟΓΤΙΤ PARI·».

By the incorporation under the laws
of the «state of Maine of the United
Soap Corporation, with a capital of
$1,000,000, work has been, it is said,
actually undertaken on plans for the

seriously

LACE IIOSE, the best for this summer.
Some of the prettiest patterns you
l'rices 25c, a? l-2c, 50c.
ever saw.

Spar Varnish, Mnralo, Ac.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid I'aints,
For sale by,

South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes

Mrs. O. C. Eastman and Mrs. Bradeen
went to Bridgton Thursday.
met dith Mrs.
The Library Club
Marston Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Hannah E. True has been on a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. E. C. Walker
at Bridgton, and also to Portland.

by

Popular Prices.

All Siz-.s of Ladies', Misses' and Children's at

and

trolley

Drug Store, Norway.

Bridge.

plain black and colors.

Chicago.
Uso Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach

PAYING FOR IT.

Vtllf»ne— Mrs Lillian K. Mason.
Centre—H. Ella Charles.

^Many
years the grass has grown green
u'cr the numberless

ilmns."

In a recent article a prominent physician says, "It is next to impossible for
Che physician to get his patients to carry
jut any prescribed course of hygiene or
jiet to the smallest extent; he has but
une resort left, namely, the drug treatment." When medicines are used for
chronic constipation, the most mild and
gentle obtainable, such as Chamberlain's Stomach & Liver Tablets, should
be employed. Their use is not followed
by constipation as they leave the bowels
in a natural and healthy condition. For
sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,

began

in

We have it in all of

the newest styles. Plain Cotton, Cotton
Lace, Lisle Lace, Embroidered and

J

WON'T FOLLOW ADVICE AFTER

with the teachers in the several
districts as follows:

pretty styles

many other

They work easy, make a smooth eu l'( ace, and any one can apply them t<>
, vails, ceilings, inside woodwork, panfurniture.
, ries, kitchens and
Many
The surface is non·
| >eautiful tints.
.beorbent and can be kept bright and
lean by wiping with a damp cloth.
Don't pay fancy prices when τ our dealer will
( urnlsli you "Satsuma Interior Enamels" at Ibe
, nine price aa ordinary paint.
FREE Color canl anil our book'et, "Howl to
ι telurnlsb the Home Without Buying New Fur-

1 ine now being constructed of the YarThe Maine
ι nouth and Brunswick road.
< Central at the hearing before the railι oad commissioners last week asked to
îave the electric railway and the highway put underneath the steam road.
This is opposed by the electric railway
; ind the town, who want the crossing at
ι ;rade on account of the expense of the
)ther plan.

LOVfcU.
Seth Hutchins went to North Waterford Friday and was prevailed upon
there to exchange horses. W. B. Stone
went with him.
C. N. Eastman was here Thursday on

business.
The schools for the

Maine Central and the

< he

paint.

better than

DID YOU SAY?

HOSIERY

iatsuma Interior Enamels
are

Îrup

mounds, which,
with loving fingers, we shall again
wreathe with fragrant flowers, but scattered here and there we shall see a
newer grave, and then we shall know
14th.
that Patriotism still lives.
Mr. Ernest Verrill, wife and child,
λ large attendance, a
good many being
We know that however often our
present from the adjoining towns. visited relatives here last week.
needs them, her sons will be
Lulu May, little daughter of Henry country
Among those from away were Mr.
ready to answer to her call; we know
George Marshall and two daughters and Chaplin, is seriously sick, the result of that her daughters will be ever willing
a lady
friend, Misses Ada and Inez pneumonia.
of their dearest and best, in her
Mr. H. C. Dunton of Rumford Falls to uive
Briggs, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mann of
hour of need.
And, as we look back
West Paris; Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Chand- will deliver the address on Memorial
over the years that have flown, we can
ler. Mr. and Miss Mason of Bethel; Mr. Dav at the M. E. church.
that those who have mourned in the
Mr. Seth Davis died at Welchville see
Will Morton of Mechanic Falls; Mr.
loneliness and silence of sorrowful
of
28th,
of
April
paralysis.
Lewiston.
was
Berry
Dancing
enjoyhours, for the heroes who fought and
ed until 1 o'clock.
died twoscore years ago, for the freedom
a:-OWNFlELD.

Kev. W. J. Taylor, of the Bates Street
Universalist church, of Lewiston, will
conduct the memorial services Sunday,
May 18, at 10 a. m., at the Universalist
church. All are invited to be present
and observe the day in memory of our
beloved dead.
Christopher Lake Commandery, U. 0.
G. C.,
is still growing in numbers.
There will be degree work at the next
regular meeting, May 17. All the members are requested to be present.
The Pytlnan Sisterhood are working
up an entertainment to be given in the
near future.
David'Swan has gained in health so as
to do some light work in his garden.
Mrs. Eleanor Whitman is able to be
out.
Mrs. Stella Bacon is teaching in the
Chase District instead of Miss Stella
Bowker as reported last week.
Mrs. Annie Barker of Rumford has
been visiting her mother this week,
Mrs. T. K. Day.
Mrs. Annie Chase has been on a week's
visit to her father, Mr. Francis Faulkner,
of Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Florence are boarding at Dexter Peverley's. Mr. Florence
has lately been promoted to foreman of
the repair crew on the G. T. R.
There will be another Universalist
circle in the evening of June 5th.
The summer boarders have commenced to arrive. Mrs. Kinsman and
daughter arrived this week and are
boarding at Arthur Ricker's. The son,
Mr. Kinsman, will arrive later. As soon
as their cottage is completed they will
move into it.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Q. Perliam went to
Portland
Wednesday and returned
Thursday night. Mr. Perham attended
the Grand Lodge of Masons.
They
visited at Arthur Cummings' while in the

|

4,
«0.8. R 5
«o 4. R. β
ori Batcltelder'a
Grant

Hi 44
«40

ORAMANDAL SMITH,
SUM TrMMW.

May 22 and 28.
Everybody plan to heir

|be ®*fovd δ em ο era ^

Miss Olive
Portland.

SOUTH PAEIS.
aovtb ρα*ι» ροβτ orricx.
A.
ottce Hour» S.UOto 7Λ) A. ■ >
i uor. R·
THINK RAIL WAX.

Three per cent discouut

R·

to

Commencing November 3,1M>1,
ΚΑΙΝΗ

LRAVK

SOOTH

PARI»

1
i.olDi lowu-β u3 a. *·. (dally, Sundays
-in.ieil t» 30 A. R·. 4 44 *. M.
,
Ui>-10«>A. R.. 3:3S P. M.. SDO P. 91 W
tucluded). Sunday only,

eoTnu

Uliy.Sundays

A. R

Pinafore.

Sunday

Stuart spent

until June 1st.

your laxe

is

Sunday.

..

M.-Paris Lodge, So. W. Reirula r
Tuesday evening on or before fullmooi
J't ,, » * —Mount Mica Lodge. regular mee μ
of each week.-Auror 1
-n i Thursday evening
third Monday evening
El· imp ment, first and
k

\

*
,...

Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, N\
second an>l f-urth Fridays of eac j
.»h ;n tdd bellows' Hall.
meet *
K lt-W. K. Kimball Post, No. 148,
ti-u'anl thirl Saturday e.enlngs of eac
Hall.
RA.
ir,,ι th, Id l*.
K- Kimball Relief Corps meets fl«
w„
evenings of each month, L
Κ

ct

I

and third Saturday
'*S
ii'-Parls Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1 •
'and fourth Saturday; during th
1
,.r of the year, meets every Saturday, 1:
....

Ralph Penfold and Don Briggs lef
Friday night for Boston where the:
were the guests of F. C. Briggs ove:
Sunday.
There will be a business meeting ο
the Epworth League at the Metln»dis
vestry Friday evening at the close of tlu
class meeting.
Mrs. L. F. Verrill of Mi not has beer
with her brother, A. C. T. King, for tli<
past week or two, and will remain thert
for the present.

ami
James L. Chapman, inspector
surveyor of lumber for S. Λ J. Adams,
of Bauyor, speut the Sabbath with his
,,
\
(».—stony Brook Lodge, No. 181 son, Kay A. Chapman.
j
x,Kl- -«cond and fourth Wednesday evening.
The Ladies' Circle of the Congregao' each month.
llamlln Lodge, No, 31, meets ever]
'Γ
κ
tional Church will meet for sewing on
,·.
evening at Pvthlan Hall.
>
Pari:
—South
Much
w
linen of America
Fri'l'iy afternoon, not Thursday.
y
v. M3B7, meets second and fourth Tues
Let all
work and important on hand.
Hall.
ία evenings In Golden Cross
come.

bl'

m

il' V

-Second and fourth Mondays

ο

t

......

Art* you going? Where? To hear Pin»
(i•re'.' >ure.
Mr-. J. H. Bean visited relatives in
Ma>. :: a few days last week.

M>> Annie Tolman <»f Winchester,
Ma» i> a guest At J· J· Morton's.
are
me of the costumes for Pinafore
Boston.
:ti N ullivan's, the costumer,

:r

1

>.

dia'aer

Swan and family had lettuce for
May T. Has any OQe beaten that?

Master Henry llowe spent
Sunday with relatives

Saturday
at

East

Bethel.

The flower mission department of the
W. C. Τ. Γ-, during the past five months,
have sent "·"> bouquets with words of
comfort to the sick and bereaved ones in
our

village.

The baccalaureate sermon before the

graduating class of the high school will
be preached by Kev. A. W. Pottle at the
Methodist church, Sabbath afternoon,
June S, at 2:30 p. m.

Next Sunday, May
18, is Pythian
Sunday. aud the sermon before Ilamlin
Lodge, K. of Ρ.» will be delivered by
Kev. C. C. l'helan of Lewiston, at the
Baptist church at 2:30 P. m.

Will
Kev. (i. W. Hinckley of Good
Advertised letters in South Paris poet
Farm supplied the pulpit at the Baptist
office May 12:
cLun h Sunday.
Mr». James Swan.
Mr». Κ. M tiler.
Helen M. King was at home front
M
M re. t. J. -lU'iklns.
of
the
visit
to
family
mil
Γ r·
Tuesday
Mrs J. P. Crockett
her father. J. F. King.
Lorenzo.

Mr*. K. A. Howe is on a business trip
At New llall, South Paris, Rev. W.
Hanover with a stock of millinery, W. Hooper will preach next Sunday at
«
ere she will remain a few days.
7:30 p. m.
Subject: "Something about
Does the man
the Sunday questiou.
Mis. Samuel Bumpus. formerly of
who never goes to church lose anyp.»: >. arrived in South Paris Saturday
thing?"
f a visit with relatives and friends.
President C. L. White of Colby Cola
from
John Small returned Friday
in lege will supply the pulpit at the Bapvisit "f some two weeks to relatives
tist church next Sunday at the usual
Farinington, Heatltield and Lewiston.
lie will also
hour iu the forenoon.
at
Court
Probate
\ I). Park attends
speak at the Norway Baptist church in
Park
Mrs.
week.
this
the evening.
Kumford Falls
will accompany him and visit relatives.
Major Holman F. Day of Auburn,
Schubert Quartette,
The Uni verbalist parish will hold a assisted by the
the will
give an entertainment under the
meeting Tuesday eveniug to decide
of the Baptist Social Circle,
matter of a pastor for the coming year.
t.

Mrs. E. W. Pierce, who has spent a
♦
number of months with relatives in anΝ". Y., returned to South Paris last
week.
Mrs. (,'ulbert and son Guy of Madison
arrived here Thursday, on a visit to
Mi s. Culbert's sister, Mrs. J. P. Rich-

ardson.

Λ nui*- Stockbridge, who so successfully staged The Mikado, is expected to arrive here Tuesday to help stage
Pinafore.
to
Mrs. Bounds has gone to Turner
ren un with her daughter, Miss Susie
I. Hounds, until the close of the term at
Leavitt Institute, where Miss Hounds
Mis>

auspices

May 1*». Admission 2.'> cents.
under 12, 10 cents.

Children

A. E. Stearns, Esq., of Ruinford Falls.
W.
Adelbert Delano of Canton. II
Cousins of Fryeburji and A. G. Bean ot
attend
town
to
in
were
Friday,
Albauy
of the Republican Couuty
a meeting
Mr. Delano was accomCommittee.
Howe of Canton.
panied bv L.

in the village reports that
water froze half an inch thick at his
place Friday night. It was one of the
More
worst freezes ever seen in May.
or less plants and shrubs which had
started were spoiled, and fears are expressed that the apple buds were injured.
One

man

TO LKAVIT r

HIGH

WINS

Dexter died Thursda f
result of injuries received 01 I
while
work
in a section crei r
at
Tuesday
on the railroad.

as

GOULD*8.

^

Misses
Alta Walker and Bland
Dean were at home from Bates Colleg

Mrs. H. W. Dean has been in Bosto
Congregational Church. Rev. W.
for a few days looking up styles i
''ii p. p., pastor. Preaching service», 10:
;n,l Tti) p. r.; Sunday School 13 R.;
M
dressmaking, -etc.
λ
Κ. at « ρ R; Church prayer meeting ..
All. notothe
Mrs. U. G. Wheeler of Waketielc
τ
*v evening at 730 o'clock.
iL. 'onMCteO. are cordially InvitedMass., spent last Wednesday with Mi
MetrunllKt Church, Rev. A W Pottle, Paste I aud Mrs. P. E. Wheeler.
,.·
v.n.uy, morning Vrayer meeting.
..-eachlng service 10 45 a. r. ; Sabbath .vho.
The South Paris W. C. T. U. hold a
!vJ Κ ν worth League Meeting. «15 T. a
meetli
7 P. R. ;
adjourned
meeting this Monday aftei
;:lng prayer meeting
graver
evening; class meetlDg, Vrlday evenlo,
noon for choice of officers.
r
Pasto
T.J.
Rev.
Ramsdell,
Rutût Church.
;iv. preaching service 10 45 a. M.; Sal
Now that the freeze is over, perhaps i
r *
>, Μ,ιύΐ 1-' R·; praver meeting ,-00 p.
would be safe to take the winter over
meeting Tuesday evening.
coat off the fountain in the park.

LOSES

Paris High School played Leavitt In
etituto at Turner Saturday and Ion I
its second game. An acccident in th 3
second inning was responsible for th j
lose of the game. In the tirst inninj
Paris earned one run and shut out Leav
itt. In the second inning, with the firs t
man out and two strikes on the secom '
man, Capt. Fletcher got hit on the linger
the same one that was injured in thi
game Fast I)ay. There being nothing >
ο· the ground to do the linger up with
he was obliged to go to the doctor, am
Kenney took his place. When he re
turned two innings later the captain ο
the Leavitt team would not allow him ti
After this the
return to his positioD.
Paris boys became discouraged ant
! played a very uphill gtme. They wil
endeavor to arrange a return game to tx
I played at Paris some time before the
end of the season. Score 15 to 2.

teachii

Urst

ΗΓATKD MKETIJiOS.

SCHOOL

INSTITUTS.—NORWAY

There will be a meeting of the Goo
Cheer Society Wednesday afternoon <
this week.

over

PARIS HIGH

GAME FROM
on

Mis» Beatrice Kawson
school in Sumner.
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Meeting frlday
The body of Josiah C. Hutchinson •
Denmark, Mat 1,1901.
who has been missing from his home ii 1 Editor Democrat :
Church. R*v. Caroline Ε Angel I,
*
γ». Ι I'a-iur.
f
Pn-iu-hlDgMiVlceon
Winslow since April 8, was found float
I have been a subscriber of the Dem ? I a.
t
*.; Sabbath School, 12 *·. «· r·
ing in the river near Hallowell May 3d crat a number of years, have read qui "® nerttogi
®> ?· *■
g.
n
|MrLrH
ΐ'ηβ'οι
■.
b
Π
F.Tick
It
Method'*! Chu-, h κον.
A South Portland woman has sued : ι a number of other Maine papers,
•
Maine papc Γ.
•
Portland man for damages resulting iron ! have never seen a single
had a word, line oreyllab ι»
Tm-iw ««»'■«■. ·="··
her horse being scared at bis automobil ) that has ever
or for, or in behalf > )ί Γηβ. Friday "Wing.
and running away. Her contention ii ι to say in praise of,
s cotton. Pastoi
Church. R«. «■ »·
in favor of the pe 1school
that the accident was due wholly to hii ι the old soldiers, or
or for the poor old cripplc d
Sumiav
sion
evening 7 r. « ;
laws,
reckless manner of running.
STATU) MKET1N08.
soldiers, their widowe or orphans. I I

'TnWereallst

eve.

■

î?8t»«iS2r*SiSiî·ίίΛτ»·^
prS«s45si!
W1,"
Iwer M^«ng
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Charles Drew,

a

young

man

whos< 1 will

speak of Denmark.

It has alwa;

;

As indicative of the magnitude of th
lumber industry throughout the North
east, the Industrial Journal's investiga
tions show that during the past winte
the log cut in Maine, New Hampshire
Vermont, New Brunswick and Novi
Scotia aggregates 2,175,000,000 feet, ant
that an army of 05,000 men and 21,17'
and take
Don't wait until it gets roasting hot then rush in
horses have been kept busily employed
Far better come, in
while in the vicinity of 810,000,000 havi any kind of a soft shirt you can get your hands on.
been paid out for wages from the tim<
about
now and select your Summer Shirts.
Every man who is
the trees are felled in the forest till thej
The Industrial Jour his dress has his eyes open nowadays for
reach the boom.
nal's front page has a typical illustration
entitled "A Winter Scene in the Maine
Woods,'' and the issue is freely illus·
trated with half-tone views including
mills of the Ashland Manufacturing Co.
and
new ideas in Shirts.
We are foremost in
at Ashland; plant of the Fort Kent Mill
Co. at Fort Kent; lumber mills of
and
$1.00.
Shirts at 50c, 75c
figures, some plain white, some
Eastern Manufacturing Co. at South
Brewer; plant of the Sterns Lumber Co. All sizes, 14 to 19.
at East Hampden; and Penobscot Lumto 14 sizes.
FANCY SHIRTS for the
50 cents,
ber raft sluicing through the Bangor
is
at
SHIRT
season
WAIST
hand, $1.00 and $1.50.
dam.
There are also three excellent
right
half-tone views of Bangor during the
REMEMBER—don't buy your new suit until you see our line.
recent flood.

anywhere

particular

Handsome Summer Shirts.
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Chief,
recently receive,1
machinery people, finds that the grantof
free
power and space appeals not from Congressman I.ittlefield three tree.
ing
to exhibitors but to the general Lone oak, a chestnut and a Norway
! only
public in a forceful way. He reports IU

"Trof rTRoHins

In South I'arU, May 7, Mrs. Ella F., wife of
Wirt Stanley and wife spent most of school Improvement
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COMFORT FOR HOUSEKEEPERS.
You can have comfort for your feet if you wear our
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Truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
«ΤΚΑβΤΕΒΟΙ TELEPHONE

114-J.

MAINE.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

A

Wonderful

Medicine.

BEECHAM'S

β

South Paris.

For Billons and Nervous Disorders, such as
Wind and Pain ia the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulnesa and Swelling after meals,
Dizziness sad Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of
Breath, Coativeness, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,Frightful Dreatns,and all Nervous
snd Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments
all arise from a disordered or abused condition
of the stomach and liver.
Beecham's Pills will quickly restore Femsles
to completebcilth. They promptly remove iny
obstruction or irregularity of the system. For a
Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses «ill work wonders upon the Vital Organs; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the keen edge of Appetite,
MtfiNMtM wM thm ftommbud mt
Hmmtlk thm «An/a physical ancray
of thm human frame. For throwing
rmmit fmvmrm thmy mro
mpecJ+ity
"
"
nowMod. These are facts admitted by
one
and
of
in
all
classaa
socicty,
thousands,
of the best guarantees to the Nervous and
Debilitated is that Bcecham's Pills have the
Largest Sale of any Patent Medicine in the
World.
This has been achieved
Without the publication of testimonials.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers
AND

Books.

Instruction
AT

Reasonable Prices.

I....
I

■

·

β

I 1 \

1 1

mm

■
™

Beecham's Pills hsve for many years been
the popular family medicine wherever the
English language is spoken, and they now stand
without a rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.
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Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Uair, Brick,
Sand, Ac.
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Eljl Cream Balm

Cream Rahu is

Digests what you eat.

preparation contains all of the
distants aod digests all kinds of

%

^V"l»cR

piaccd Into the nostrils, spread·
absorbed.

Eeiief is im-

the membrane
me<iiatc and a care foUows. It is not drying—does
not produce eneeiicg. Large Sue, 50 seats at Drug·
mall.
K·»tt or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by
iiLY BKOTUEKS, M Warren Street. New York.
over

Hr.

This

cleanses, soothe» end teal·
the dmeti-ed ni'.'iubr.n.e.
It cures catarrh au i dr.. "β
"»y a cold ία the head

quick:;.

n\xin,

Dyspepsia

Nasal

CATARRH

supplies !
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Cure
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43 Haiti St., South Part*,
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PILLS
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food. It gives instant relief and never
iails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Js
uuequallcd for the stomach. Child·
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. A diet unnecessary.

Cares all stomach troubles
E. 0. D*Wirr &Co., Chicago
Tba 11- bottle coav 1η*2 H Uaea tbeJOc. iM

Prepared only by

RH ONE DOLLAR
You Can Secure a Set of

The New Werner Edition

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
IN

30 Superb Octavo Volumes.

mmx

DOUBLED THE COLLECTION

SHALL WE FORGIVE HER?
God's greatest gift to woman is perfect health. When she values and cherishes this priceless boon you will see
her blessed with a beautiful face, a dear

HOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.
Oomapondenoe oa topic· of Interest to the Udte

1· touched. Addreea : Editor Homkmauck*
Column. Oxford Democrat. PurU, Main».

and unblemished
rounded form.

RECIPES.

complexion,

a

4 Scotch ma·'· Scheme For Increaathe Chvreh Contrlbutlo·.
In α small town In England there is a
rich congregation which Is not charac·
terlzed by lavish liberality. Time after

well

Shall we forgive her if she allows herHo. UT^-lra«OHtl«ai.
self to become "all run down," her face
CBEAMKD EGGS.
covered with blotches and pimples, her
1. Syncopate a series of steps and
Have ready one cup of hot white nerves unstrung, her ambition gone, her
have a tumult
eauce seasoned as desired.
Mix in the disposition morose and fretful?
2. Syncopate lawful and have true.
beaten yolks of three eggs, and oook
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy will bring
8. Syncopate a kind of type and have
over hot water till it begins to thicken, back that
rosy complexion, that beautithe letters agte.
then fold in the egg whites beaten ful form, that elastic step.
It tones up
4. Syncopate courage and have a re- stiff. Cook till firm, and serve hot the
stomach, removes constipation and
past.
heaped on slices of buttered toast, and biliousness, drives away those blotches
8. Syncopate a shoot of grass and garnish with any cooked vegetable.
renews your impoverished
and
blood and corrects all irregularities of
have to wrangle.
OMELET.
and
of
liver
kind
the
a
name
kidneys. Try it to-night
The syncopations
Separate the yolks and whites of two and notice how
much better you will
Beat the whites stiff, add the
quart*.
eggs.
For sale by F. A.
feel in the
yolks and beat again; add two table- Shurtleff Amorning.
Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
He. 118.—Wkit City»
spoons of milk, season with salt and
Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
pepper, and pour into a small fryingpan in which one teaspoon of butter has
The sweet confection abroad may be a
been melted.
Shake the pan gently to
bitter pill at home.
firm
fold
and
when
prevent sticking;
serve.
Two or three spoonfuls of hot
meat or a vegetable minced fine may be
folded in the omelet, or it may be garnished with asparagus tips, or parsley.
Thia aigaatur· la on evory box ot the gwnlM
EGG TIMBALES.
τ·μ*·
Beat four eggs slightly, mix with one
Ua rasMdy that «ere· α β·ΐα In «m
cup of milk or chicken or veal stock,
season with salt and pepper, and if deMany a man's success is due to the
sired onion juice and chopped parsley.
fact that he never attempts to do anyStrain into small molds, and steam or
his ability.
bake in a pan of water till firm in the thing beyond
centre.
Turn out and serve hot with TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
sauce or garnish with cucumbers and
Take Laxative Bromo-Quin'ne Tablets.
olives.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
SPANI8H SAUCE.
fails to cure.
F. A. Shurtleff A
Make a tomato sauce as usual, thick- on each box. 25c.
ening strained tomato with butter and Co.
flour rubbed in or cooked together.
"So Alice has decided finally to marry
Then simmer in it for ten minutes a !
an officer?'*
"Yes, she captured him in
small onion chopped fine, a green pepper
what she positively declares to be her
and a few mushrooms cut in shreds.
last engagement."
Season with salt and pepper, and if too
Poui
a
water.
thick
add
little
stock
or
the
does
American
What
picture
city
WIIAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE?
around the timbales.
represent?
Answer: It is made from a prescripFILLETS OF FISH.
tion of a leading Chicago physician, and
No. ll&.-Rlddlrmrrft.
To make fillets of fish, remove the one of the most eminent in the country.
Whole Is the name of a celebrated
Kkin from flounder or bass in this way: The ingrediente are the
purest that
heroine in one of Blackmore's novels.
Cut off a thin, narrow strip around the money can buy, and are scientifically
1. It la in London, but not in city;
edge, taking off the fine. Slip the combined to get their utmost value. F.
2. It te in compulsion, but not in pity.
knife under and up through the bony A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Ox3. It is in river, but not bi sea;
part of the gills, holding this bony ford.
4. It is in plant, but not in tree.
part between the thumb and finger,
6. It is in castle, but not in house;
Osmond—You always pay as you go,
and strip the skin off toward the tail.
1 It is in partridge, but not in grouse.
I
not
In
7. It Is in oyster, but
fish;
Keep the fish in place with the othei don't you? Desmond—No, indeed;
8. It is in cover, but not in dish.
and work carefully that no flesh pay as other people come after me."
hand,
9. It is in cotton, but not in flax;
Thee
may be torn off with the skin.
10. It la in peace, but not In pax.
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
To
do the same with the other side.
remove the bone, begin at the tail and
Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
Letter.
Initial
No. ISO.—Λα
do this
run the knife in under the flesh close from the blood, and urless they
Which letter of the alphabet begins to the
bone, and scrape the flesh away good health is impossible. Foley's Kideach word?
from the bone, taking all of it, and ney Cure makes sourd kidneys and wi'l
A pronoun; perceived; a few; young handling it with care not to break the positively cure all forms of kidrey and
It strengthens the
When the flesh on one side it bladder disease.
trees; holding their ground; obliquely; flakes.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
In the direction of the solar luminary; removed, slip the knife under the bone whole system.
the bone, and Orin Stevens, Oxford.
conjecturing; trembling: low trees or at the tail end, raise
the entire
tall plants; certainly; ought not; pros- scrape the flesh away along
"Yes, my wife
The Biblical Hero.
Pull out all the small bones
length.
per; pronoun; wisely; obtained; cords;
calls her little ekye terrier, Samson."
and then separate the
in
the
left
flesh,
I thought she admired
pieces of wood; an Indefinite person; two halves of the flesh in the line which "Sampson?
dexterous; placed; erect; young trees; runs along the middle of each, making Schley." "Oh, you don't understand.
She calls him Samson because he's nothbegun; regularly.
in all four long, thin fillets, free from
without his hair."
skin and bone.
Wipe the fillets care- ing
No. 121.—Burled Hirers.
fully, and lap over or press together any
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
(One in each line.]
ragged edges so they will hold together,
for asthma, bronchitis and
adapted
Do you immerse your dog each day
and
Then roll them over
over, beginning
hoarseness. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
And guard your horse in every way?
at the small end, and fasten them with s
Oxford.
An ode exquisite I would sing,
Soak ten minutes in Stevens,
wooden pin.
Soft as a dream or angel's wing.
into
remove
then
salted
water,
strongly
Oh. iodine is good for some!
"I'll bet you the fellow who got up
a pan with boiling ealted water, and lei
Let us hope deeper thoughts will come.
in a dry
them simmer from ten to fifteen minutes this* time table used to work
If there is myrrh in every spoon.
A tablespoon oi goods store." "Why?" "Look at these
I'll Rive the ode revision soon.
according to the size.
leave:
Come quickly, Tom. big bees are here,
lemon juice or vinegar in the boiling figures indicating when the trains
But don't make Del aware, my dear.
water helps to keep the fish firm and 10:59, 11:29, 1:19, 3:24,5:49."
The
white ana improves the flavor.
No. lta—A Beheaded Bird.
TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
soaking in the cold salt water is for the
Decapitate a certain bird and have purpose of drawing out the fishy flavoi
Constant motion jars the kidneys,
to roll oneself about. Decapitate the which is objectionable to many people, which are kept in place in the body by
This is the reaTwice but the fish will be more nutritious ii delicate attachments.
new word and have to permit.
The fish mus! son that travelers, trainmen, street car
decapitate the third word and have the soaking be omitted.
Whei men, teamsters and all who drive very
or it will break.
down. Restore the heads of the third not boil rapidly
drain carefully and pour ovei much suffer from k;dney disease in some
word, twice curtail and have every- done,
them a white sauce made rich with the form. Foley's Kidney Cure strengthens
thing.
yolk of egg, and garnish with parsley 01 the kidneys and cures all forms of kidGeo. H.
watercress.
ney and bladder disease.
Jfo. 128.—Word 9qnare.
Lima, 0.,
locomotive
engineer,
Hausan,
ASPABAOUB.
OF
8.
(.'BEAM
the
1. Quick. 2. A part of
body.
writes, "Constant vibration of the enTo escape from cleverly. 4. A klud of
Wash one bunch of asparagus, cut ofl I
caused me a great deal of trouble
gine
about two inches of the tips and laj
earthwork. 5. General direction.
no relief
with
my kidneys, and I got
Cut the remainder intc ■ until I used
them aside.
Cure." F. A.
Kidney
Foley's
inch pieces and put them into a kettle Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
No. 124.—Doable DUionil.
Add one
with one quart of cold water.
All the words described contain the
of salt and cook until the
teaspoon
When rightly
Miss Jones—Do you like cycling, Mr.
eanie number of letters.
Skim the
asparagus is very tender.
a
guessed and placed one below another asparagus out into a strainer and let the Smith? Mr. Smith—No; it's only step
Mise Jones
In the order here given, the diagonal water in which it was cooked settle, higher than the treadmill.
bad tried that.
from the sediment —Didn't know you
beginning at the upper left hand letter Pour it off

Ume the minister had vainly appealed
to his people to contribute more generously to the funds of the church. The
members would indeed give something,
but It was nearly always the smallest

formerly.

day.

ple.

Crosswords: 1. Flowering. 2. A shrub
which bears obloug red berries. 3. An
American plant, very troublesome In
spots where brushwood has been burned. 4. Malicious. 5. Without pain. Θ.
A waiting maid. 7. To introduce. 8. A

long glove.
1.
2.

8.
4.
5.
6.

So. 125.—Different Part·.
The part that divides into shares.
The part that is a heu.
The part that is a bird.
The part that is a company.
The part that is divisible.
The part that Is an atom.

ASPARAGUS SALAD.

Otherwlae.
When you eat a cruller, do you swallow the hole?
Why is a dog's tall a curiosity? BeWlit and

PRICES AND TERMS:

It was never seen before.
Astronomy is a study which naturally requires a great deal of looking up.
cause

CLOTH, $45.00 (formerly $64.50), $1.00 down and $3.00
per month thereafter.
HALF MOROCCO, $60.00 (formerly $94.50), $2.00 down
and $4.00 per month thereafter.
SHHEP, $75.00 (formerly $98.50), $3.00 down and $5.00 per
month thereafter.
For further particulars call on or adds *ss
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO., South Paris, Me.

VIVIAN W.
Jeweler and

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.

Loweat Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

with a fork, and eat with wafers or
delicate sandwiches.

ing

ENTIBE WHEAT

SI RK

D AM

—

—

33*697

HEI"R Α. Τ LA. W. 1+.035. Pacing record, 2.05V; trotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, a.oSX ; Jack D., 2.11 % ; Scapegoat, 2.11X;
2.12.
Equity. 2.12# ; Klsinora, 2.1 z}4 ; Reed Bird, 2.14^; and 8 others.

get on in the world on thè
principle that gives a man with a
nint pot the right of way through a
Some men

FLO"RE^iCE CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dam of Peerless Chimes, 2.18#). The next dam was a daughter of
Golddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17JS4,

une

owd.

and Justina, 2.20) and others.

DON'T START WRONG.
Don't start the summer with a lingerg cough or cold. We all know what a
lummer cold" is. It's the hardest kind
Often it "hangs on" through
cure.
ie entire season.
Take it in hand right
>w. A few dosee of One Minute Cough
jre will set you right.
Sure care for

C///Λ/£ν5", 5,348, sire of fifty-eight, including

Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.o8j% ; Merry Chimes, 2.0$% ; and
£d Easton, 2 09^.
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Manor, 2.04,%' ; and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome
bay horse, gnuidly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and
high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a let of $23.
For

I

particulars,

EMORY H.

lughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
I throat and lung troubles. Absolutely

address

MASON. Svpt.

South

P*ris. Me.

j

Children like it.
fe. Acts at once.
)ne Minute Cough Cure is the best
ugh medicine I ever used," says J. H.
>wlee, Groveton, Ν. H. "I never found
ything else that acted so safely and

j

Secondly.—Examine the supplies

as

Also Window dt Door Frames.
Inside

or
If In wnt of any kind of FlnlHh for
Outsbie work, -end In ycur orders I'lne Lumfor
Cash.
band
on
Chu»ρ
ber and SMnglee

ALWAYS

The Kind You Me Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

Ml \ \

W

l·

Maine.

West Sumner,

AGIcclsTlial
Has
Run
Down

Ball.
Kvairer and the Qneen'·
The following letter wus written by
the private secretary of President Kruto an inger of the Transvaal In reply
vitation from Johannesburg to attend
of
a ball given In 1801 In celebration

can

only

Fine Picture Frames

Made to your order. "W orkmanship the best possible.

repaired by

bo

Order direct of the maker and
save to yourself the canvasser's

a

clockmaker, hut a human sys-

Queen Victoria's birthday:
"In reply to your favor of the 12th
Inst requesting me to ask liis honor, the
state president, to consent to the making use of his name as patron on the
occasion of a ball to be given at Johannesburg on the 2Gth Inst., I have been
Instructed to Inform you that whereas
his honor considers α boll as Haal's
service, for which reusons the Lord or-

tem that has

run

down

repaired by

its

owner

will

use

he

can

profits.
Everything usually found

if ho

the True

a

To Let!
Upstairs

rent of five rooms,

In 1(104 the capital of the Bonk of
It Is now
was £1,200,000.

Avenue,

Western

"BAUER'S

SOUTH PARIS.

Telephone 116-5.

KuHtern

This Beautiful Couch,

England

£14,500.000.
No man can appreciate how another
to
man can be busy when he wants
talk to him.—Atchison Globe.

I

con-

W. C. McARDLE,

$6.00

per month. City water.
L. M. TUFTS, South Paris.

connection with such a ball."

with

first-class framing business
stantly in stock.

"L F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS.

dered Moses to kill all offenders, wherehis
as such Is consequently contrary to
honor'e principles, his honor cannot
consent to the misuse of his name In

sentedln ihls cut,

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Head
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quickly, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to m cura
Try them. 25 coûte. For sale by
F. Λ.

Shurtlcff A Co.; A. Dudley, ISryant'e Pond;
Orln Stevens, Oxford
60 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Orin

Bilkine—"This paper says some of the
greatest achievements in the photohave been made by amateurs.
Is that so?" Amateur—"Of course. If
"Phoyou don't believe it, ask any—"

graphic art

tographer?" "Any amateur."

A REVELATION.
If you wiU make inquiry it will be a
revelation to you how many succumb to
kidney and bladder troubles in one form
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
It never disappoints. F. A. Shurtcure.
lefif A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

....

Doan's

Kidney

A LOW PRICE
—

ON'

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.
DO YOU WANT ONE?
I HAVE ΤΠΕΜ IN ALL SIZES
AND AT ALL FRICFS.

South Paris.

BLOOD,

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

has arrived.

Come and

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

MEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,

—

Carpets

Wool

^

Ε SLEIGHS H

Farm known asuSawtelle Farm

Mr. J. Ε. H. Towneenrt, of Townsend
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of 10 Jefferson street, Beddeford, Me., nays: "We used
Doan's Kidney Pills in our family, and
found them a most valuable remedy. There
are so many useless remedies on the market
that when one Is found which experience
le a
proves does what Is claimed for It, It
I
pleaaure to endorse that preparation.
Horat
John
Pills
procured Doan's Kidney
ry's drug store, under Hotel Thacher, and
the satisfactory results obtained warrants
me in making the above statement."
Doan'· Kidney Pills sold at all drug
itores; 60 cento. Foster-MUborn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Soacrlptlon.

Bvory

Our Stock

Contains 100 acres, situated I mile
Must be sold at
from South Paris.
once to close estate. Price and terms
reasonable. Inquire of
WILSON & GRAY.

Relieve the aches of a bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.

L.

Of

For Sale!

Pills

SLEIGHS!

SLEIOHSt

& Co.36IBroadwa'· New York
MUNN
Branch Office, (OS Κ PC, Washington, D. C.

Distressing Urinary troubles.
Hard to keep up
With any Kidney illsi

preparation

OOLD SEAL CO.,

A handsomely 'Hnntrated weekly. T.nrtfotit circulation of any (ιΊι-titlOR Journal. 'i'crinn. 93 ·
rear; four months, $L Sold by all newadealora.

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes,
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

Scientific American.

Can't Stand It.

you."

THE

TOY MOIL
PERRY DAVIS*

K-tAbll*bc In 1MI, for over sixty yearn It
WKKKNY TKIIil'NE, know/ ami rea<l la

FOR

Union.
tn

EVERY

Νυν.

7, 1001, It

wae

ehage't

to

the Ν Κ W ^ "ItK
every State In tlie

wan

the

NtW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MEMBER

uj>-tu-<latc,

lilirli c'a····,
fariner un<l Ills

a

IF

family—

lllu«trate<l

PRICE

ΙΉΗ

a

■'ARMER'S
:AMILY

agrleulturtl weekly, for the

81.OO

lens. How?
year, hut you can hu> It fw
it ν euliKcrlblnir through your own favorite home newapapt

TIIK <»XK«·ΚΙ» hKMOCIlAT.
I'.oth pap ru one year fo #J.OO.

Semi your opler nn«l
South i'arlD, Maine.

money to

Sample copy free.

Send your nddrr^

lo NEW-VOBK TRIBUNE FABUEB, Sow

Vork aty.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

"Pamktttef

and bruises.

I
!
I
1

Take no substitute.

35c. and 50&

We

are

bottles.

CHUM'S Greatest Entertainer

headquarters for

M Fascinait; of all Toy*

arming Tools and Fertilizers.

tfcarv

We can show you some of the best swivel and
L tnd aide plows In the market, both In steel and
We have
* ood beams.
r

1

lise,

Γ dws,

Spading and Spring-tooth
Corn

Walter A. Wood Harvesting

children there ahofld aleo

NURSERY SONGS

Har-

PUTS

BAND MUSIC

REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Machinery,

We have In stock three full car loads of FerWe càrry tour of the leading brands.

Uxera.

A. W. Walker St Son,

I •atk Parli,
Mar. U, MM.

«

Mala·.

be

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE

Planters, Cultivators, &c.

We are also agents for the

ere

I

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

r,

TUB OXKORD DEMOCRAT,

Instantly relieves sprains, strains

Stevens, Oxford.

ley come in to see if they are in good
sndition and of the quality ordered,
Says a rural editor: Owing to the
'hen put them away in their special over-crowded condition of our columns
sceptacles, and in the atmosphere best a number of births and deaths were undapted for their preservation.
avoidably postponed this week.
Thirdly. Be as careful in the use of
in
which
have
roceries
bought
you
DANGEROUS IF NEGLECTED.
irge quantities as though they had been
outs and other wound· often
in
small
Burns,
parcels.
ought
and beFourthly.
Buy fruit, vegetables, ; fail to heal properly if neglected
sores. De Witt's Witch
ime, poultry, meat and fish when they j eome troubleeome
such
Hazel Salve prevents
consequence·.
re in season, instead of paying high
rices for unseasonable delicacies which Even where delay has aggravated the inHazel
Salve effects
Witch
DeWitt'e
« not at their best.
jury
so -e on my
Fifthly. Use all "left-overs." Tiny a cure. "I had a running
H. C. Hartley,
traps of meat and vegetables, and even leg thirty years," saya
using many
spoonful of gravy, will all contribute Yankeetown, Ind. "AfterWitch
Hazel
> material for croquettes and soups;
remedies, I tried DeWitt'·
id a teaspoonful of jam or jelly will Salve. A few boxe· healed the sore."
Pile·
yield to it
rve to flavor a pudding or sauoe.— , Cure· all «kin disease·.
Beware of counterfeits.
i; it once.
Mton Cooking School Magasine.

ΤηΛοε Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
eketrh nn;l description iu«y
an

A η von 0 .«ividinc r.
wliullier
quickly iL'curliim <.ur opinion freuC'ninniunlr.i·
invciilion m |>r»bt'My prit.-'t.-il-lc.
tloiu strictly conlliient lui. Handbook m: I'nK'nU
eunt free. Olricet nitonry furiiecuritii: patuni*.
1'nlente taken tlimuirh Munn Λ Co. rccelve
iprchil nolle', without clnri.·.). in tlio

|

îmertcan Labu

I will furnl'h DOOUS an.l WINDOW8 of any
Size or Style at reasonable prlcc*.

sparkling In her new engagement
ring—yuts her in a tremor of excitement; hence diamond cuttere are Invariably men."

no
to

CASTORIA

GENUINE

l)HAi\l)LEK,

Builders' Finish !

women

them

trouble.

BBEAD.

Manuflwtured by
Standard Oil Caayasr·

K. W.

monds have the same effect upon the
woman who wishes to shape them that
they Ίο on the girl who sees one of

for coughs, colds and lung
I know that it has cured consumption in the first stages." F.A.ShurtScald one cup of milk and melt in it
leiT & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
one teaspoon of butter and one-half teaWhen
spoon each of sugar and salt.
Ilarkine—A woman always takes off a
cool, add half a cake of compressed yeast few
Baryears when she gives her age.
dissolved in one-third cup of lukewarm
but she makes up
water. Stir in flour to make a dough ker—That may be;
a few years when she
Fa-the-r.
that will keep its shape after you stop for it by adding
the age of a friend.
No. 111.—Easy I*uzzle Poems: I. LitStir and cut it thoroughly gives
stirring.
tle Red Riding ilood. II. Jack and Jill. with a broad-bladed knife, but do not
Snakes, centipedes and other poisonNo. 112.—Word Hexagon: 1 to
knead it until after it has risen to double
ous things may assail you in your walks
its bulk, and is ready to be shaped into
Hello. 2 to 3, Organ. 3 to 4. Naval,
Be sure to
Do not through field and forest.
a long, small roll for baking.
5 to U. Earth.
6 to
to 5. Loose.
Painkiller
Let the roll have a bottle of Perry Davis'
thick loaf.
1 to 4, HereTicaL
2 to 5, bake in a large
Heath.
Dino
risk.
in the house aud you run
rise until light and double in size, and
OverTrade. 3 to 6, NineTieth.
on the wrapper.
rections
an
hour.
half
about
oven
bake it in a hot
No. 113.—A Changed Circle: No an- Mix in the
morning, and it will be risen
A Paradox. "I would rather be right
swer required.
and baked before dinner.
than be President," said the statesman.
No. 114.-Charade: Rain-bow.
CANDIED ΟΗΑΧΘΕ PEEL.
"Well," said the friend, "it's a little
No. 115.—What Is It? Cat. Cat-flsh,
But I suppose it's proper.
The whole thickness may be used or paradoxical.
cat-bird, cat-boat, cat, cat-block, cat-1
not as preferred. Cut in even sections You say in substance that for the sake
call, cat-a-mount.
Eind cook in boiling water until tender; of being right you are willing to bo
No. 110.—Word Puzzles: 1. Maze,
put in cold water for an hour or two, left."
maize. 2. Bute, brute. 3. Elba, blame. then drain.
For each pound of peel use
WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD,
4. Caj»e. peace, δ. Fast, feast.
ane pound of sugar, and make into a
iirup with one pint of water. Scald the say sufferers from catarrh, of Ely's
Ukkcuam's Pills for dUtreee after eating.
peel in the sirup, let it stand over night, Cream Balm. A trial size costs 10 cents.
md the next day cook gently till the Full size 50 cents.
Sold by druggists or
Money makes the mare go—if the peel grows transparent and the sirup is mailed
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
ockey has horse sense.
:hick. Drain the peel on waxed paper, New York.
ind afterwards roll in sugar. Save the
STOPS THE COUGH
Albert Lea, Minn., March 21, 1901.
iirup for flavoring.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I suffered from a
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
STEW.
UAH
severe cold in the head, and was about
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure I
I used your
Two slices of ham, potatoes to taste dead from want of sleep.
■d
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
six or eight), one-third cup of cooked Cream Balm and woke up with a clear
ι *rice 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
I would
Cut head and cold almost gone.
ice, one onion, one small carrot.
ach slice of ham into two-inch dice, fry not take five dollars for my bottle of
Man is the only animal that can't be
ightly, and pour off the fat. Add four Cream Balm if I could not get another.
t rusted to remain idle.
S. K. Lansdale.
ups of boiling water, the onion, which
ias been sliced, and let it boil one hour,
lien add the potatoes and the carrot
"Do unto others as
A Gentle Touch.
Important to Mother·.
liced thin, a little pepper, and salt if you would have others do unto you,"
bnate· carefully erary bottle of CASTORIA,
he ham does not salt the stew enough, said Markley. "That'e the golden rule,
safe and ear* remedy for infanta and children,
toil until tender, and ten minutes before and I believe in it, too.
Don't you?"
■1 sea that*
erving add the rice.—American Kitchen "Well," replied Burroughs, "if I did I'd
be offering to lend you 910 this very
[agazine.
minute."
Ignatar· of
DOMESTIC tCONOMY.
ι Tae For Over SO Taw.
You never heard of any one using
First.—Pay cash for everything, or
n* Kind Tot fine Always BoagkL
ettle all bills at the end of the week or Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
Orin
satisâed. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
lonth.
Kcr to the Pnaaler.
No. 109.—Triangle: 1. Oratory. 2. Redate. 3. Admit. 4. Tall. 5. Ott. 6.
He. 7. Y.
No. 110.—Double Dockings: Centrals
—Church. 1. Pl-ace-d. 2. Mo-the-r. 3.
Al-bum-s. 4. Be-are-r. 5. Sp-ice-s. 6.

Oil
sold in all

the market.
"But when It comes to the real cutting of the stones they lack the patience, Judgment and steadiness of
nerve which constitute the expert's
stock in trade. It would seem that dia-

For this salad take only about two
In
inches of the tip ends of the stalks.
this instance use that which was left
Wash the tips
from making the soup.
"I write this," said a man addressing
and put tliem into rapidly boiliug water a gentleman who owed him money, "to
slightly salted, and cook about fifteen inform you that you are a liar." "Tour
Use barely
minutes or until tender.
postage stamp was wasted," came the
water enough to cover them without
reply "as I knew that I was a liar before
burning. Drain, and set away to cool. I ever had any business relatione with
When ready to serve, arrange them on a

salad dieh and serve a French dressing
in a small, shallow dish to each person.
In eating dip each piece into the dress-

tecures

|s
Localities

a

allays
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulate* the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

fjever

trade than diamond cutting women
have made some unqualified successes.
Not out of Eve's daughters, from royalty down, I should say, that isn't an
artist in the wearing of diamonds.
Many ore well versed in the tricks of
buying and selling them, while others
give excellent satisfaction in polishing,
setting them and preparing them for

I

F. A. Sliurtleff à Co.
children.
Stevens, Oxford.

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
nor other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
Feverishness. It cures Diarrliœa and Wind
and

Castoria is

goric, Drops

burns the leather ; its
Efficiency is increased.
best service.
titches kept from breaking.

in the Jewelry
business, u diamond merchant said:
"In other branches of the Jewelry

|

What is CASTORIA

Harness

Diamond Cotter·.

J

Experiments
Infimts and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Having

on

An excellent preservative,
Reduces cost of your harness,

them at present under lock and key. the
folk maun give saxpences at least instead. Bae that's the wny the collections are doubled."—rearson'e.

I

and has been made under his pereonal supervision since its infancy.
*4taf7jrt
Allow no one to deceive you in thin.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are hut
that trifle with and endanger the health of

EUREKA HARNESS OIL

"It's a great secret." return»d the
canny Scot, "but I'll tell you in confidence. The folk, I saw, mostly gave
threepenny bits. Wool, when I gat the
money every Sablmth morning 1 carefully picked oot the snin' coins and put
them by. Noo, as there's a limited
numlMn* of threepenny pieces in a litile
place like this and as I have moist o'

Speaking of

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
In nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

(Jneciualed by any other.
Renders hard leather soft.
Especially prepared.
Keeps out water,
À heavy bodied oil.

have you managed it, Mr.
said the pastor to him one

"How

I

Cook one slice
add one cup of cream.
of onion and one sprig.of parsley in two
tablespoons of hot butter until it is
yellow, theu skim them out, and stir in
When
one tablespoon of cornstarch.
well mixed add gradually one cup of the
hot liquid, and when it has thickened
Season with one
stir it into the soup.
level teaspoon of salt, one-eighth teaspoon of paprika, and just before serving stir in one egg which haa been
beaten until it is light, and mix with
Stir
one-half cup of the hot soup.
quickly and turn at once into the tureen.
Serve with toasted croutons.

Why You Should Insist

Sandyman?"

Laxative Bromo-Quinine

Foley's Honey and Tar centaine
given
opiates and can safely be

mooer»·

Some Reasons

the oOlcials, "If you mak' me treasurer
I'll eng'ige to double the collection in
three months."
Ills offer was promptly accepted, and.
sure enough, the collections began to
Increuse until by the time he had stuted they were nearly twice as much as

êWÂ

and ending with the lower right hand
letter wUl spell a kind of pear; the
diagonal beginning at the upper right
hand letter and ending with the lower
left hand letter will spell a kind of ap-

The>e «teamen meet every demand of

*u>am»hlp service Id safety, speed, comfort an«i
silver coin of the realm that was plac- luxury of traveling.
I«owell.
Scotchman
Through tickets for Providence,
ed on the plate. A shrewd
WnrrcAter. New York, etc.
who had recently come to the place and
J. r. LIHCOMIt.Oeneral Msnaeer
T. M. Bartlrtt. Λ (rent.
Joined the church was not long In noticing this state of affairs, and a remedy soon suggested itself to his pracllcal
mind.
"I'll tell you what," he said to one of

pimples,

carefully
into a clean kettle, and rub the pulp
through the strainer into the liquid, and

"Gov
The rtaunrh and elegant pleamere,
leave
Olngley" and "Hay 8tale" alternately Wharf.
Kranklln Wharf, Portland, an<l Ind'a
I to· ton, at 7.00 P. M.. dally, Sundays excepted.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

